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The theoretical framework of Stephen R. Kellert linking nature and the built
environment was used as the basis for this research. This case study research was
conducted to describe the effect nature had on learning among children 3 to 6 years of
age attending two north central Florida Montessori learning environments. Methods were
examined by which this phenomenon might be studied in more detail in order to: (a)
provide verification of the independent and dependent variables, (b) establish the
empirical measure of learning outcomes, and (c) provide the refinement of the variable
learning outcomes as influenced by nature.
A qualitative mixed method approach conducted in two phases was used to derive
and further refine the learning outcomes variable as influenced by natural environmental
features. Surveys of and interviews with instructors and staff and observations of 42
children across the two settings documented environmental features that were present or
absent. The result of this study provided the validation of variable sets, methods, and the
research design for future testing. These findings offer a more precise means to measure
nature‘s effect on learning by children that should be of value to practitioners in the
designing of learning environments and to instructors utilizing these facilities.
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1. Introduction
Previous studies have suggested a relationship between the natural environment
and positive human behavior and cognitive development (Kahn, 1997; Kaplan & Kaplan,
1998; Kellert, 2005; Kellert & Wilson, 1993). Given this human-nature relationship, it
was expected that the presence of nature in educational environments would affect
learning among children. At the time of the present study, few studies had been
conducted to investigate this relationship and specific context. For the desired in-depth
understanding of nature‘s influence on learning and to examine methods in which this
phenomenon might be studied in more detail, this exploratory case study applied a mixed
methods approach in the study of two north central Florida Montessori schools. The
research focused on three questions:

1. How does the inclusion of nature in the design of learning environments affect
learning by children?

2. Do differences in the inclusion of nature in learning environments result in
differences in the degree of learning?

3. How can the effect of nature on learning by children be measured more
precisely than it has been to date?
The study was conducted in two phases over a 12-month period beginning in
September, 2010. A preliminary study of the sites familiarized the researcher with the
environmental characteristics and established the variable sets that related ―nature‖ and
―learning.‖ The instruments used in the subsequent field research were generated from
the emerging themes and commonalities discovered during the initial interviews and
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surveys that were administered across the two sites. Observations conducted in the
second phase concentrated on measures of learning and whether or not the presence of
natural environmental features influenced user learning patterns, i.e., the duration of a
task or learning activity performed; the level of mastery attained; and the frequency of
repetitive activities in identifiable locations.
The Montessori learning environment and instructional method provided the
context for this exploratory study. Montessori instructional methodology was selected
because it is an instructional approach that consciously included the natural environment
as part of its philosophy and curriculum. Also, the Montessori setting allowed the
researcher to examine how nature influenced learning and user patterns without the
restrictions of a traditional classroom design.
The intent of this case study was not to fully test or quantify the data collected but
rather to: (a) provide verification of the independent and dependent variables, (b) present
the further refinement of the variable nature as to how it was present in the two learning
environments, (c) establish the empirical measure of learning outcomes, and (d) provide
the refinement of the variable learning outcomes as influenced by nature. The empirical
validation of these variable sets, methods, and research design could establish a basis for
future testing of the working hypotheses relating nature and learning outcomes. This
could provide a more precise means to measure nature‘s effect on learning by children.
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1.1. Cross-Case Study of Montessori Learning Environments
This case study examined the extent to which the inclusion of nature in the design
of two Montessori learning environments affected learning among children who attended
the schools. The intent in taking a cross-case research approach was to: (a) attain the
desired comprehensive understanding of nature‘s influence on learning that otherwise
would not have been accomplished with a single case study, and (b) extract comparative
measurements from across settings with different degrees of nature present.
The north central Florida Montessori sites compared in the study were selected
based on the inclusion and degree of nature present in the design of the learning
environments. In this study, the term learning environment encompasses the interior as
well as the outdoor surrounding environments. For comparison purposes, one site was
deliberately designed and constructed according to Montessori criteria. The second
setting, an adaptive re-use of a former daycare facility, was converted to support the
Montessori philosophy and curriculum. A comprehensive evaluation of the natural and
not-natural environmental characteristics present in the built environment and
surrounding site conditions determined the degree of nature incorporated into each
facility. Detailed descriptions of the two learning environments are discussed in the
research design section of this report.
Learning activities observed on the sites were assessed as to whether the natural
environment affected the comprehension and mastery of these activities. Instruments
developed for observations were standardized across the two learning environments to
determine if differences in the inclusion of nature in the learning environments resulted in
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differences in the degree of learning. Both sites used the Montessori instructional method,
thereby controlling for differences in the children‘s development that might otherwise be
attributable to differences in instructional techniques.
One objective of this study was to examine how and where children performed
their lessons in a learning environment that had used Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) criteria and to determine whether or not the use of LEED
criteria influenced the inclusion of nature in the design of learning environments. A third
site, a Montessori facility designed and constructed according to U.S. Green Building
Council‘s LEED for Schools rating system criteria, was originally identified for the study
and would have represented a site that incorporated the most natural environmental
features. However during the preliminary site visit investigation, it was determined the
facility was utilized as a secondary learning environment. Rather, the facility was
incorporated into the weekly Montessori class schedule and curriculum and was not a
comparable learning environment to the other two sites. Therefore, for the purpose of the
study, the LEED building was not assessed during the subsequent field research.

2. Contextual Framework
2.1. The Montessori Instructional Methodology: An Integral Component of the
Study
The Montessori instructional framework and context were specifically selected
because of the Montessori view of the environment as an integral component of the
learning process. Unlike a traditional educational setting, the Montessori environment
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removes physical obstacles, i.e., rows of desks and chairs, and eliminates the structure of
group lessons so that all children have the ability to move freely around the learning
environment and the freedom to create their own work cycle based on individual
interests. Montessori believed that ―children must be free to express themselves and thus
reveal those needs and attitudes which would otherwise remain hidden or repressed in an
environment that did not permit them to act spontaneously‖ (Montessori, 1972, p. 46).
The physical learning environment was cited in the review of the literature as
playing a significant role in a child‘s cognitive- and social-behavioral development
(Kopec, 2006; Montessori, 1972; Moore & Sugiyama, 2007).
[Children] need to play and learn in environments that are rich in
resources and to explore, test and learn from feedback on their own
actions in a resource rich environment. The richer the environment, and
the more freedom the child has to explore, to make mistakes and to learn
from those mistakes, the more developmentally appropriate is that
environment. (Moore & Sugiyama, 2007, p. 29)
Moore and Sugiyama (2007) further stated that
. . . Children‘s development (dependent developmental variables) is thus
seen as a dynamic interaction between the child, [the] characteristics of the
architectural or designed environment (independent physical
environmental variables) and the characteristics of other people [and the]
curriculum. The child is no longer seen as a passive being bombarded with
stimuli; on the contrary, the child is an agent in his or her own
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development who uses the physical environment as an important medium
for interaction. (p. 29).
Montessori (1972, 1995) believed children learned best through hands-on
experiences and sensory-based investigation of the physical environment. Her
observations of children‘s learning patterns provided insight into the learning process and
the value of the built and natural environments. The Montessori methodology
consciously included the natural environment as part of its philosophy and curriculum;
therefore provided an essential link between nature and learning. Given the varying
degrees of nature present on the research sites, the children‘s ability to move freely
around the learning environments without the restrictions of a traditionally designed
classroom, and the children‘s ability to choose learning activities at will, the researcher
was able to document the effect of nature on learning among the children attending these
particular schools.
2.2. Sensitive Period of Child Development
In the review of the literature, the time period for children 2-8 years of age was
identified as significant in child development (Kopec, 2006; Montessori, 1972; Wortham,
2008). Researchers have posited that during this sensitive period of early child
development children develop their concentration, memory, imagination, and operational
thinking (Kopec; Montessori, 1972, 1995; Seldin 2008; Wolf, 2009). By the age of 8,
children have sufficiently developed the prefrontal lobes of the brain, the area that
controls thought-reasoning-behavior-memory processes (Kopec).
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Thus, participants in the study attended the schools selected for this research, and
their ages (3-6) spanned this critical time period of development. This age range was
another key element of the study because it spans the developmental stage associated
with rapid growth and is subject to great influence regardless of the child‘s cultural or
social differences. It was expected that if natural elements when incorporated into the
design of a learning environment were to have an influence on child development, it
would be during this early, sensitive stage of child development. Subsequent future
studies would examine other ages.

3. Review of the Literature
Although quantitative studies on the specific human-nature relationship to
learning were limited, there was considerable theoretical literature on the subject. The
review of the literature indicated a positive association between human-nature
interactions in learning and child development. Consequently, the literature established
this study‘s nature-human theoretical framework and provided general independent and
dependent variables.

3.1 Nature in the Learning Environment: the Independent Variable
Nature and natural environmental features constituted the independent variables
of this study that were based on the work of Kellert (2005, 2008). Kellert identified three
consistent patterns in human development and well-being when humans were exposed to
natural settings: (a) the human-nature interaction has been linked to cognitive
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development and tasks that required concentration and memory; (b) the human-nature
interactions, e.g., natural design features and settings, have been correlated to healthy
childhood maturation and development; and(c) the human brain responded to sensory
patterns and cues found in nature (Kellert, 2005, 2008). ―Most of [the human] emotional,
problem-solving, critical-thinking and constructive abilities continue to reflect skills and
aptitudes learned in close association with natural systems and processes that remain
critical in human health, maturation and productivity‖ ( Kellert, 2008; p. 4).
These human-nature development patterns captured Wilson‘s concept of biophilia
(Kellert, 2008; Kellert & Wilson, 1993; Wilson, 2008) or the ―understanding of the
inherent human affinity to affiliate with natural systems and processes‖ (Kellert, 2008, p.
3). Based on the biophilia hypotheses, Kellert linked nature and the built environment
through the intentional incorporation of natural environmental design elements and
human-nature experiences; a theoretical perspective he called biophilic design. Biophilic
design and its associated attributes that were addressed in this study are defined as
follows:
Biophilic design is the expression of the inherent human need to affiliate with
nature in the design of the built environment. The basic premise of biophilic design is that
the positive experience of natural systems and process in our buildings and constructed
landscapes remains critical to human performance and well-being (Kellert, 2008).
Environmental features are the incorporation of relatively well-recognized
characteristics of the natural world in the built environment that include, but are not
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limited to: color; water; sunlight; plants; animals; natural materials; views and vistas;
habitats and ecosystems. (Kellert, 2008)
Natural patterns and processes are elements or features that emphasize the
incorporation of properties found in nature into the built environment rather than the
representation or simulation of natural environmental forms. Characteristics include, but
are not limited to: a central focal point; bounded spaces; and transitional spaces. (Kellert,
2008).
Kellert (2008) also stated that humans experienced nature in three ways. First, the
experience might occur through direct contact through natural environmental features,
e.g., natural daylight, and authentic natural materials. Representations of nature in
simulated materials or the imitation of natural processes might also occasion the
experience. Finally, symbolic depictions of nature could be the source of the experience.
Therefore, for the purposes of this study the term, natural environment, was
understood to include the following three subtypes of nature or natural environment: (a)
authentic natural environment which involves contact with living or organic elements, (b)
simulated- natural environment calling for interaction with environmental elements that
are visual representations of nature; and (c) symbolic natural environment comprised of
experiences with nature or a natural element through an illustration, or photographic
image of a living or natural item.
3.1.1 The Definition of Nature in the Learning Environment.
Given the understanding of biophilic design, the exploration of the integration of
nature into the design of learning environments was, for the benefit of this study,
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expanded to include the concept of biophilia and a more comprehensive definition of
nature and natural environment. For this study, the terms nature and natural environment
encompassed a literal interpretation and an indirect association with nature. The
identified independent variables were coded and assigned to six explicit and implicit subclassifications. These explicit and implicit sub-classifications are defined as follows:
Explicit natural reflected the obvious, literal interpretation of nature and the
child‘s direct contact with living or organic elements. Explicit natural examples included
plants, animals, fur, feathers, scales, soil and water.
Explicit simulated-natural was associated with a literal expression of nature
except that the child interacted with environmental elements that were visual
representations of nature. The living element was imitated in a man-made material or
form. An example of explicit simulated-natural included a leaf form made from wood.
Explicit symbolic depiction was when a child experienced nature or natural
elements through an illustration or photographic image of a living or natural item.
Explicit symbolic depiction examples included photographs of animals and of land
formations.
Implicit natural were the experiences and interactions a child had with direct,
natural elements, although nature was not indicated as being present. It was related to a
child being in or near a natural setting or using a natural material as opposed to a manmade material. An example of implicit natural included a window as the design feature
that enabled natural daylight to filter into the interior space.
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Implicit simulated-natural occurred when a child interacted with an environmental
feature that was intentionally designed to replicate a natural element such as granite in a
man-made material. Although nature was not specifically addressed, there was a
subconscious awareness of nature.
Implicit symbolic depiction was when a child subconsciously utilized an
environmental feature as a symbol of nature although the element itself was not identified
as natural. An example was the classroom‘s exterior door. The door was a transitional
design element that symbolized the passage between the natural-environment into the
built- environment. The transitional space fostered comfort as the child left his or her
parent to begin the new school day.
All sub-types and sub-classifications of nature were represented in this study as a
means to determine whether differences in inclusion of nature in learning environments
resulted in differences in the degree of learning.

3.2 Learning Activities and Mastery of Fundamental Skills: the Dependent Variable
Montessori learning activities and associated mastery indicators constitute the
dependent variable, learning, for the study. A common set of learning activities were
assessed as to whether the environment affected the comprehension and the mastery of
these activities. Activities or tasks that reflected fundamental skills and demonstrated
significant milestones in child development were intentionally selected for this research.
These specific learning activities were derived from readings on the Montessori
instructional method, the review of child development literature and interviews
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conducted with the instructors from the two research sites. Learning that involved
concentration, coordination and were activity-based tasks were of particular interest to
this research because these attributes corresponded with the developmental patterns
associated with biophilic design as discussed in Section 3.1 regarding nature in the
learning environment, the independent variable in this research.
For each selected learning activity derived a successful mastery indicator or
learning outcome.
Learning outcomes are the evidence that learning [occurred]. . . with
measurable statements that define what a [child] is able to do or
demonstrate. These outcomes. . . involve knowledge (cognitive), skills
(behavioral) or attitudes (affective behavior) that display. . . a specified
level of competency. (Ankerson & Pable, 2008, pp. 64-65).
Five to six explicit mastery indicators were assigned to each learning activity or
fundamental task. However, there was a single common mastery indicator, the degree of
concentration, identified for all activities and tasks. Increased concentration was cited as
an indication of learning. The instructors interviewed during the preliminary study stated
that a child who demonstrated an increased level of concentration signified an increased
mastery of the task, whereas a decreased level of concentration indicated a lower level of
mastery. Consequently, the levels of concentration observed together with the degree of
mastery of a skill provided the empirical measurements of learning. Finally, the mastery
of these learning activities and skills were examined for the effect of nature or natural
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environmental features, whether present or absent, in the design of the learning
environment

3.2.1 Empirical Measures of Learning: Learning Outcomes From Two
Developmental Perspectives.
The review of child development literature examining what constituted learning
and healthy development resulted in the identification of two fundamental areas of early
childhood development, cognitive- and social-behavioral development. Given this
information, it supported the value of examination of the first research question, how the
inclusion of nature in the design of learning environments affects learning by children,
from two perspectives: (a) the child‘s cognitive development and (b) the child‘s socialbehavioral development. The mastery indicators of cognitive- and social-behavioral
development prescribed by the literature provided the empirical measure of learning
outcomes and the further refinement of the variable, learning, as influenced by nature.
Collectively, the work of the Swiss psychologist, Piaget (1976) and Bloom‘s
(1956) Taxonomy of Learning provided the framework for the developmental criteria for
this study. Piaget theorized that a child developed through continuous and sequential
hierarchal stage. One stage, the pre-operational stage, was particularly applicable to this
study. In the pre-operational stage, children ages 2-7, are said to rely on symbols for
intellectual stimulation and development, and memory and imagination are developed. It
is in this stage that the child‘s decision making is due to responses, not through logical,
systematic processes.
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From the cognitive perspective, the mastery indicators of the specified learning
activities were based on the six levels of cognition as described in the Bloom‘s Taxonomy
of Educational Objectives: The Classification of Educational Goals model (Ankerson &
Pable, 2008; Bloom 1956; Wortham, 2008). The taxonomy classified levels of
―intellectual behavior‖ and learner abilities into the following categories: (a) knowledge,
(b) comprehension, (c) application, (d) analysis, (e) synthesis, and (f) evaluation. The six
learning levels of Bloom‘s Taxonomy in the Cognitive Domain are described and the
resultant behaviors and mastery indicators incorporated into the case study are presented
in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: The Learning Levels of Bloom‘s Taxonomy of the Cognitive Domain
Progressive
Learning Levels
Low

Medium

High

Learning
Classification

Description of Classification

Resultant Behaviors and
Mastery Indicators

Knowledge

Recognition or recall without
necessarily understanding, using or
alternating information

Child exhibits ability to:
define, describe, identify,
label, list, match, memorize,
recall, select, locate

Comprehension

The understanding of information
presented or communicated; or the
translation of information

Child exhibits ability to:
discuss, explain, interpret,
summarize, translate, review,
restate

Application

The use of information or
application of learned
information to new similar situations
or real-life circumstances

Child exhibits ability to:
apply, adopt, demonstrate,
construct, imply, relate,
practice, illustrate,
manipulate, use

Analysis

The breakdown of information into
parts and the recognition of
relationships to the whole

Child exhibits ability to:
organize, differentiate,
compare, distinguish, solve,
experiment, relate, analyze,
sort, separate

Synthesis

Assemble parts of information into a
new whole; the use of information
from different sources to create a
new whole

Child exhibits ability to:
blend, build, create, tell,
develop, compile, compose,
design, combine, formulate,
correct

Evaluation

Make judgments about the
information presented or to judge
with the use of definite criteria or
standards

Child exhibits ability to:
choose, decide, conclude,
assess, select, conclude,
reject, arbitrate

Note. The six levels of cognition are represented by the degree of complexity, a continuum from lowest to
highest. The descriptive terms reflect the action or aptitude associated with each learning level.
Source: Adapted from Bloom, B.S. (Ed). (1956). Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: The classification
of Educational Goals. Handbook 1, Cognitive Domain; Wortham‘s (2008) explanation of Bloom‘s
taxonomy; Ankerson & Pable‘s, (2008) examples of measurable learning outcomes based on Bloom‘s
taxonomy.

The knowledge classification represented a basic degree of development or level
of mastery, and the highest, most complex level of understanding was signified by the
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evaluation category. The recording instruments organized the mastery indicators to
correspond with the five or six levels of cognition to reflect an increased degree of
learning.
Actions observed that involved recognition of an object or the child‘s ability to
recall the correct sequential steps of a learning process were noted as a knowledge
mastery indicator. For example, a child was observed matching an animal figurine with
its correct natural habitat. The second stage of development, or the comprehension level,
required children to repeat information initially presented to them. If children correctly
repeated the sound of a letter as their fingers followed the curve of the sand letter, they
were recorded as having mastered the skill.
The application of learned information indicated the third level of cognition. The
mastery of a skill at this level required the child to use information in a new, similar
situation. The Montessori cutting exercises for food preparation require the child to
understand how to correctly hold the slicing tool and manipulate the tool to repeatedly
slice a fruit or vegetable. This mastery level is followed by the analysis of children‘s
ability to divide information into parts and to indicate their understanding of the
relationships to the whole item or concept. For example, during recess two children were
observed on the playground gathering pods that had fallen to the ground from the
surrounding trees. After the children gathered the pods into a pile, e.g., the whole unit,
the children began to sort the pods into smaller groups, e.g., the components of the whole
pile. In this example, the children mastered an analysis indicator as they first compared,
then differentiated the pods by size, and finally organized them into smaller piles.
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An extension of analysis is synthesis. For the fifth level of mastery to be achieved,
children needed to first successfully analyze parts of information presented to them and
then create new information. For instance, a child observed using the moveable alphabet
equipment correctly forms a three or four letter word to correspond with an object
removed from a container. For children to master this skill, they must apply a series of
steps: (a) recognizing the object; (b) phonetically sounding the word; and (c) selecting the
correct letters from the box to form the word.
The highest and most complex level of cognition is the evaluation stage in which
children make judgments based on the information presented to them. At this level their
decision making process would be derived from concrete criteria or standards. Although
this decision-making process was not linked to a specific learning activity, the children
observed exhibited the evaluation level of cognition as they selected a location to perform
the lessons. In most cases observed, the children assessed the physical environment for
availability, whether located at a table or on the floor, and made a decision prior the
arrangement of the lesson.
―Significant evidence exists that the affective domain is the key entry point to
learning and teaching‖ (Kahn & Kellert, 2002, p. 126). Affective or social-behavioral
development represents the second perspective of early child development studied in this
research. In the review of the literature, the overall child‘s social and emotional
development was significant because it indicated a transition from the early egocentric
period to the social interactions with others. As children‘s social-behavioral skills evolve,
not only are they in control of their own behaviors, i.e., self-control, self esteem, but they
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also develop an awareness of others and their feelings or actions (Kahn & Kellert;
Wortham, 2008). The comprehension and mastery of specific Montessori learning
activities or skills that focused on a child‘s social responses and interactions with other
children, adults or both, established the empirical measure of social-behavioral
development for this study.
The criterion used to establish these indicators was adapted from Bloom‘s
Affective Developmental Taxonomy (1964). According to Bloom‘s theoretical
perspective, the term, affective, encompasses the child‘s emotions, feelings, valuesystems, cognitive perceptions and understandings. A child‘s affective or socialbehavioral development occurred in the following five stages: (a) receiving, (b)
responding, (c) valuing, (d) organizing, and (e) characterization by a value or value
complex.
According to Kahn & Kellert (2002), affective development precedes intellect in
learning situations and affect is the first indicator of maturation and development. Given
this information, the researcher assumed that the participants in the study mastered the
first stage of social-behavioral development, receiving. Receiving was mastered when a
child exhibited a willingness to receive and respond to information or situations
presented. The four remaining levels of affective development were incorporated into the
mastery indicators of the social- behavioral activities and skills observed.
The mastery of responding, the second stage of affective development, was
dependent on the child‘s reaction and appropriate response to a social or emotional
situation (Kahn & Kellert, 2002; Krathwohl, Bloom, & Masia, 1964). One example of
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responding that was observed was children‘s responses to the instructor‘s greeting of
―Good morning‖ as they entered the classroom. Krathwohl et al. (1964) considered
valuing as the synthesis of both affective and cognitive understandings. In this stage, the
child placed an importance on information or a situation such as friendship. A child that
shared an item with another child or invited a friend to play with them during recess
exhibited mastery of valuing.
The organizing stage of affective development required a child to internalize and
organize the preferences of worth whereby the child demonstrated a set of values or
beliefs through actions (Ankerson & Pable, 2008). The Montessori philosophy teaches
children to respect all living things. A child‘s actions or mastery at this level that
demonstrated ―respect‖ or the care of living things, i.e., a plant or animal, removed a
lizard from the classroom and placed it outdoors rather than harming the lizard.
The highest level of social-behavioral development is the characterization by a
value or value complex. It was understood that mastery at this level allowed for the
child‘s self-regulation of emotions and development of general patterns of behaviors that
were derived from a core set of beliefs or values (Kahn & Kellert, 2002). For example,
mastery would be signified by a child who initiated conflict resolution with another child
utilizing the Peace Rose as a symbol for an open discussion among them until the issue
was resolved.
The stages of affective or social-behavioral development are sequential and
increasingly more complex. Children progress through the stages in the same order
without skipping a stage, regardless of cultural or social differences. However, individual
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experiences and opportunities affect the rate of maturity and the child‘s level of
development. It is theorized that by stage 3 a child has the ability to process information
or experiences both from the affective and congitive perspectives.
4. Operating Hypotheses and Models Linking the Nature Variables
with Learning Activities
The theoretical framework of Kahn and Kellert (2002), Kellert (2005), and Kellert
and Wilson (1993) linked nature and the built environment and established the basis for
the research. Through the review of the literature and readings on the Montessori
instructional method as to how the natural environment was consciously included as part
of its philosophy and curriculum, it was possible to link the two variables, nature and
learning. Though informed by these sources, the links were speculative.
The personal interviews conducted with the two instructors during the preliminary
site visits determined the specific learning activities and equipment the instructors
deemed as measures of fundamental cognitive and social-behavioral development in
children. As part of the interviews, the instructors were asked to demonstrate each of the
learning activities identified as being a fundamental skill. Informal observations were
also made of the facilities and site conditions. Given these results from the preliminary
study, it was possible to link specific learning activities with specific nature features or
symbols. Therefore, it was possible to establish the operating hypotheses for the study.
How does the inclusion of nature in the design of learning environments affect learning
by children?
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For this exploratory study, the working hypotheses and causal relationships included the
following:
1. Children who performed their lessons seated in authentic, natural wood chairs
were more likely to maintain a higher level of concentration than children who
were seated in man-made plastic chairs.
2. The presence of live animals in the learning environment enabled children to
master respect and care for living things sooner than did the absence of live
animals in the learning environment.
3. Children who performed lessons beneath incandescent artificial lighting were
more likely to achieve a higher level of mastery than children who performed
lessons beneath fluorescent artificial lighting.
4. Children with direct views of natural settings were more likely to achieve a
higher level of concentration and the mastery of tasks than children without
direct views of natural settings.
5. The presence of live plants, soil and water contributed to how children learn to
care for the garden than did exposure to artificial plants.

Table 4.1 presents the cognitive and social behavioral development causal
relationships. It was assumed that all classrooms had children with similar age ranges and
starting levels of cognitive and social development. Instructional method was held
constant so that it could be determined if the physical environments influenced the
development and behavior of the students.
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Table 4.1: Cognitive and Social-Behavioral Development Relationships
Descriptors

Natural-Designed Classroom
Site A

Adaptive Re-Use Classroom
Site B

Physical Environment

Natural design features

Minimal or lacking natural features

Class Instruction

Montessori instructional method

Montessori instructional method

Cognitive Development

High cognitive development; longer
duration of concentration; increased
number of mastery indicators
achieved
High social behavioral
development; children initiate
contact with others; are aware of
others‘ feelings; increased number
of mastery indicators achieved.

Low cognitive development;
shorter duration of concentration;
fewer mastery indicators achieved

Social Behavioral
Development

Low social behavioral
development; children do not
initiate contact with others; are not
aware of others‘ feelings; fewer
mastery indicators achieved

5. The Study and its Research Design
5.1 Overview
Conducted in two phases, this exploratory case study applied a mixed methods
approach in the study of two north central Florida Montessori schools. In the course of a
year, two separate site visits were scheduled at each school: a preliminary study and an
observational study. Knowledge of the site conditions and the degree of natural
environmental features incorporated in the designs of the learning environments were
essential to examine how the inclusion of nature in the design of the learning
environment affected learning. Secondly, the identification of differences in the degree of
nature that was present across the two sites was necessary to discover if these variations
in nature resulted in differences in learning among the children.
The assessment of the physical site conditions and built environments, not the
participants, i.e., children attending the schools, were the focus of the initial site visits.
Interviews and tours of the facilities were intentionally conducted when the children were
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not present so not to create a bias during the second phase, the observational study. The
instruments used in the subsequent field research were generated from the emerging
themes and commonalities discovered during preliminary study. The preliminary
investigation established the variable sets that related nature and learning. The
observational study concentrated on measures of learning and whether or not the presence
of natural environmental features influenced user learning patterns, i.e., the duration of a
task or learning activity performed, the level of mastery attained, and the frequency of
repetitive activities in identifiable locations.
Within this section of the report, a detailed assessment of the two site conditions
and built environments is presented to provide a context for the study. Subsequent
sections include a detailed account of the research design applied and instruments created
within each phase of the study. However it was not the intent of the researcher to fully
test or quantify the data collected. Rather, the intent was (a) to provide verification of the
independent and dependent variables; (b) to present the further refinement of the nature
variable revealing its presence in learning environments; (c) to establish the empirical
measure of learning outcomes; and (d) to provide the refinement of the learning outcomes
variable as influenced by nature. The analyses and interpretation of this study‘s data
generated a potential research design for the nature and learning variables and the
methods to measure more precisely the effects of nature on learning by children for future
testing. The research design for a future quantitative study with a sample population is
presented in the conclusions section of this report.
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5.2 Assessment of the Study’s Site Conditions and Built Environments
The two learning environments compared in the study were selected based on the
inclusion and degree of nature that was present in the design of the learning
environments. The Montessori schools were located in the north central Florida region
with similar sample populations, i.e., age range, ethnicity, gender, ratio of students to
instructors. Though the sites had comparable acreage, conditions contrasted in the
amount of vegetation that was present and the number of on-site buildings. Also, one
school setting was located in a suburban neighborhood and the other was in an urban
downtown location with an adjacent highway. Intended for the comparison of the varying
degrees of nature and the types of nature present in the facilities, i.e., authentic-natural,
simulated-natural, and symbolic depiction of a natural, another significant difference
between the settings was that one site was deliberately designed and constructed
according to Montessori criterion. The second setting, an adaptive re-use of a former
daycare facility was converted to support the Montessori philosophy and curriculum.
Furthermore, both sites used the Montessori instructional method, thus controlling for
differences in the children‘s development attributable to differences in instructional
techniques.
For the purpose of protecting the identities of the schools and the study‘s
participants when reporting the findings, the sites were assigned the following codes: Site
A had the most inclusion of nature in the design of the learning environment, and Site B
had the least inclusion of nature in the design of the learning environment. A detailed
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description of the site conditions and built environments follows to establish a context of
the study.
5.2.1 Site A: Most Inclusion of Nature in the Design of the Learning
Environment
Site A was a learning environment located within the pre-primary building on the
school‘s property. It was selected to represent the learning environment with the most
natural environmental features incorporated in the design of the facility that was planned
and constructed in accordance with Montessori criterion. The pre-primary building and
this particular classroom accommodated children in the preprimary age range of 3 to 6.
Located on a densely wooded property, the pre-primary building (Site A) was one
of four buildings located on the school‘s property. Collectively, the four buildings
accommodated the school‘s 150 students, 23 instructors and four administrative staff;
with 30 of the children attending class in the Site A learning environment.
The property was developed to preserve its natural setting with minimal site
disturbance and the incorporation of nature in accordance with Montessori philosophy. A
central, inner courtyard that functioned as the playground also provided a natural focal
point for the surrounding classrooms. Figure 5.1 provides an annotated satellite image
and overview of the school property. The satellite image of Site A illustrates the site
condition, level of vegetation, and the natural setting present on the property. The
property is also adjacent to a wetland habitat.
Figures 5.2-5.4 provide views of the site condition and significant environmental
features. Developed in four phases, the campus was constructed over a 12-year period.
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The pre-primary building, the first facility constructed on the property, was based on
Montessori‘s concept of the ―Children‘s House‖ and her principles that nature was an
integral component of the learning environment. The final building on the property was
designed and built to satisfy the LEED Rating System criterion as prescribed by the U.S.
Green Building Council. Nature and natural environmental features were present
throughout the four buildings on the school campus; however, the elements were
incorporated in varying degrees and types.
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Central courtyard and
playground created a
natural focal point for
the surrounding
classrooms.

Site A. The learning
environment assessed in this
study. Site A was the first
building constructed on the
site based on Montessori
criterion. Site A was
surrounded by trees and
vegetation.

The ‗Edible Garden‘ was planted and
maintained in part by the participants
of this study. The garden was
incorporated into learning activities.
The fourth and last building constructed on the
school campus was the multi-purpose facility.
The building also functioned as the main
entrance. The building was designed and built
to meet LEED for Schools criterion.
Figure 5.1 Annotated Satellite View of Site A.
Source: Google maps
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Figure 5.2: Exterior View of the Pre-primary Building
Figure 5.2 indicates that the circular driveway functioned as a drop off area for
the children entering the building. Mature trees and native vegetation surrounded the
property.

Figure 5.3: Residential Neighborhood Street View
Figure 5.3 contains a residential neighborhood street view. The tree-lined
residential streets and a wetland ecosystem provided direct contact with nature.
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Figure 5.4: Central Courtyard.
Figure 5.4 provides a view of the central courtyard which provided a natural focal
point for the surrounding classrooms. The children ate lunch and played in the courtyard
during recess, weather permitting.
Site A was one of two classrooms located in the pre-primary building. It occupied
the eastern half of the structure. A central hallway through the pre-primary building
provided an axis between two classrooms, the inner courtyard, and the building‘s drop off
area. The hallway provided direct access to the natural environment and was an essential
environmental feature to this study. Figure 5.5 provides a view of the pre-primary
building‘s footprint for Site A‘s location.
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Figure 5.5: Pre-primary House Building Footprint for Site A
Site A is represented in the unshaded area of the building footprint. Separating the
two classrooms, the central hallway provided direct access to the outdoors and an
essential feature of the facility.
The interior built environment of Site A used a minimalist design approach with
simple architectural lines, a vaulted ceiling and a light neutral color-palette. The open
floor space was unobstructed. Low wooden shelving was strategically placed to delineate
the different Montessori learning areas. Windows were placed on the three exterior walls
that offered direct views of the central playground and surrounding natural vegetation.
Natural light penetrated the interior space from three sides although the light levels varied
depending on the window size, window location above the finish floor, time of day and
weather conditions.
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Figure 5.6 permits an interior view of Site A. The overall square footage of Site A
was approximately 1,558 square feet that included the open plan classroom, two separate
restrooms and an office for the instructor. Standard-height and child-height kitchenettes
were incorporated into the design of the space. The open floor plan and simple
architectural features ―created a calming and peaceful environment that enabled the child
to focus on their lessons‖ according to the instructor.

Figure 5.6: Interior West View of Site A
The kitchenettes supported the Montessori Practical Life learning activities. The
locations of the five Montessori learning areas and the furniture arrangements were
determined by the instructor. The learning areas were sequentially arranged around the
perimeter of the classroom to correspond with the Montessori developmental periods
with the intention that the children associated the designated areas with particular tasks
and subject matter. Figure 5.7 provides a view of the Site A floor plan, furniture
arrangement and environmental features that were present in the learning environment.

Figure 5.7: Site A Floor Plan and Environmental Features
32
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5.2.2 Site B: Least Inclusion of Nature in the Design of the Learning
Environment
Site B, an adaptive re-use of a former daycare facility, was selected to represent
the learning environment with the least natural environmental features incorporated in the
design of the facility. There were two significant constraints that dictated the re-adaptive
use of this site. First, the structure was originally designed as a residential duplex and
remained separated into two distinct spaces. Second, the school leased rather than owned
the building. This site was specifically selected for its re-adaptive use and the extent of its
permissible interior alterations during the conversion. Of particular interest were the
environmental design features, e.g., whether natural features were present or absent and
those features that were intentionally added to the facility during the conversion.
The school was a single structure built on a two-acre property located in a
downtown area. A highly traveled state highway was located in the front of the property.
The stand alone structure was located on the north quadrant of the property with the
playground located at the rear. The front yard lacked trees; only grass and a few shrubs
exist. A large oak tree provided the focal point of the playground. Smaller trees and
vegetation were also planted throughout the playground.
Figure 5.8 presents an annotated satellite image and overview of the school
property. The satellite image of Site B illustrates the site condition and level of vegetation
and the minimal natural setting present on the property. Figures 5.9 through 5.11 provide
views of the site condition and significant environmental features.
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The school‘s garden
was contained within
four garden tables.
The tables were
located in the play
area so that the
children had direct
access to the herbs
and flowers.

Site B was a single structure on the
property and was located on the corner of
a residential side street and a highly
traveled state highway.

xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxx

A low metal chain link fence
created a physical barrier
between the school‘s
playground and highway.
Swing sets and other
playground equipment was
placed at the front of the
property. However, the front
lacked substantial vegetation,
natural views and did not
provide the opportunity for
the children to directly
interact with natural
environmental features

A large oak tree at the rear of the playground
provided a natural focal point. Smaller trees
and low vegetation on the playground
provided direct access to nature during
recess and lunchtime.

Figure 5.8: Annotated Satellite Overview of Site B
Source: Google Maps
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Figure 5.9: Exterior Front View of Site B
Figure 5.9 presents the exterior front view of Site B. It shows a picket fence
which provided a barrier between the school‘s main entrance and highway.

Figure 5.10: View of Front Play Area of Site B.
Figure 5.10 shows the front play area of Site B. The play equipment was located
on the southeast side of the building. A chain link fence created a physical barrier that
separated the children from the front yard and highway.
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Figure 5.11: Natural Focal Point on Site B property
Figure 5.11 reveals a natural focal point on the Site B property, a large oak tree
which served as the anchor of the playground. A sanded area surrounding the tree was
used as another play area
The facility accommodated 45 students, five staff, and the school‘s directress. The
age range of the children who attended Site B was comparable with or to the ages (2 to 6
years) of children who attended Site A. In the building‘s original state, the concrete-block
facility could not accommodate the number of students for Montessori routines such as
Circle Time or provide adequate floor space for the children‘s lessons. Prior to the
renovation, the 1,690 square foot facility consisted of two separate units with floor plans
that mirrored one another. Each unit consisted of three small rooms, a kitchen, and a bath.
The building also lacked an interior transition or opening between the two duplex units.
Interior, non-load bearing partitions and one kitchen were removed to create the desired
larger open areas. A single door was added in the demising partition to provide access
between the two sides and to improve the traffic flow between the learning areas.
The demising partition that originally delineated the two duplex units remained
and separated the facility into two classrooms: (a) the Toddler area for children ages 2
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through 4 and (b) the Academic Learning area for children ages 4 through 6 years old.
The Practical Life and Sensorial Learning areas were located in the Toddler area. The
original duplex kitchen remained intact to support the Practical Life lessons; however, the
counter height was lowered to accommodate the children. A door located in the kitchen
provided direct access to the playground for recess and lunch. The library and reading
areas were placed in a former bedroom and the original bathroom was left unchanged. In
the afternoon, the furnishings were moved against the perimeter walls, and child-size cots
were placed throughout the Practical Life and Sensorial Learning areas for nap time as
shown in Figure 5.12. When the children napped, this interior space was not used for
lessons or other learning activities.

Figure 5.12: Site B Sensorial Learning Area: Toddler Section

The main entrance of the school was incorporated into the Toddler half of the
building. Given the existing size restriction of the interior, a separate entry was not
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created. Parents, children, and visitors would immediately enter the Sensorial Learning
area.
In the Academic Learning side of the building, the Language, Mathematics and
Cultural Learning areas were located. The arrangement of the low wood shelving
delineated the floor space into the three smaller Montessori learning areas. Similar to Site
A, the children associated the designated areas with particular tasks and subject matter.
As shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, the overall size of each area was small, and the
available floor area that surrounded the work tables and shelving was minimal. The
furniture, i.e., work tables, chairs, learning stations, was placed along the perimeter of the
space to provide a central open area for Circle Time and other group activities. The
original bathroom remained unchanged and was used by the older children and adults.

Figure 5.13: Cultural Learning Area for Site B.
Shelving and work tables designated the different learning areas in the Academic
side of Site B. The dutch door, shown to the right in Figure 5.13, provided a transition
doorway to the Toddler side of the facility.
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Figure 5.14: Language Learning Area for Site B
The Language Learning area was located in the former kitchen of the
original duplex unit. All cabinetry was removed to accommodate the Montessori low
shelving and work table. The former bedroom was converted into an office for the
directress. Figure 5.15 provides a schematic displaying the floor plan, furniture
arrangement, and environmental features that were present in the Site B learning
environment.

Figure 5.15: Site B Floor Plan and Environmental Features
40
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6. The Preliminary Study

The preliminary study was the first of two phases conducted for this exploratory
case study. The initial site visits of the two settings were conducted to familiarize the
researcher with instructional methods and environmental characteristics. For a period of
two days at each Montessori school, surveys and questionnaires were administered,
personal interviews with the directress and instructor were conducted, and each facility
was toured. The preliminary examinations of the sites were completed in late October
2010 for Site A and in early November 2010 for Site B.
As a result of these investigations, floor plans and photo documentation of each
setting provided a context for the observational study. The background research
determined (a) the physical factors, in particular the natural, simulated- natural, and
symbolic depiction of nature environmental factors that existed in each learning
environment and (b) the specific learning activities that indicated the mastery of skills of
child cognitive and social- behavioral development.
6.1 Research Design and Instruments
At Site A, personal interviews were conducted with the AMS certified lead
teacher of the pre-primary program and the school‘s business manager who also served as
the facilities operations manager. For Site B, a personal interview and tour of the facility
was conducted with the school‘s founder and directress. These individuals were
interviewed using questionnaires and surveys that were created specifically for their roles
and that addressed the research intentions of this case study. With their consent, the
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individuals were tape recorded during the interviews. The digital audio recording devices
captured detailed information that might otherwise have been missed. The transcribed
recordings were used in conjunction with the questionnaires for analysis.
The Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I Questionnaire (Appendix A) was
administered to both the lead preprimary instructor on Site A and the directress on Site B.
The survey concentrated on the physical environment of the classroom, the Montessori
learning activities, the daily schedule pertaining to the physical environment and child
developmental milestones. For example, the researcher was interested in the locations of
the Montessori learning areas, e.g., Practical Life, Sensorial, Language, Mathematics and
Cultural, located within the classroom, what design features were present that supported
the learning activities or routines, i.e., natural or not natural design features, and those
activities that were most affected by nature according to the interviewee. As part of the
interview, those interviewed were asked to describe indicators of a child‘s mastery of
these skills. This information was used to establish the common environmental features
and learning activities across the two sites.
The last component of the Preliminary Site Visit Part I survey assessed the indoor
environmental quality of the schools. According to the U.S. Green Building Council, the
indoor environmental quality for schools and school-age children has been documented
as having a significant effect on the quality and effectiveness of the learning
environment. Classroom environmental qualities such as natural daylight, the ability to
provide direct exterior views, the ability to offer thermal comfort control, and improved
indoor air quality, i.e., ventilation and fresh air, and improved acoustics as a result of
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reducing unwanted background noise, were identified. These qualities were the criteria
used as a standard of measure for sustainable design. The Likert scale criteria, i.e.,
lighting, outside views, indoor air quality, thermal comfort and acoustical comfort, in this
survey were selected to correspond with the U.S. Green Building Council‘s LEED for
Schools Rating System as the standard measure of sustainable design. Instructors were
asked to rate their level of satisfaction with the classroom‘s physical indoor
environmental quality, finishes, and furnishings using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 = Very
Unsatisfied, 2 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Satisfied, and 5 = Very satisfied.
Although a third site that specifically incorporated LEED criterion was not
assessed in this study, the information collected from the surveys was analyzed to
establish parallels between the existing conditions and design features of the two
facilities, in particular natural and simulated- natural elements that were present or
absent. Appendix B contains the findings related to the indoor environmental quality
survey.
One additional survey was developed for the study. The other survey created for
Site B, Preliminary Site Visit Part II: Design History of Adaptive Re-use (Appendix C)
was administered to the directress of the school. This questionnaire explored the process
of converting an existing daycare into a Montessori learning environment. An emphasis
was placed on the natural environmental design features, whether they were present,
absent or intentionally added to the facility during the conversion.
Annotated floor plans of each classroom were created during the tours to
document the physical learning environments. Of particular interest were the spatial
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relationships and floor plan arrangements; environmental qualities, both natural and nonnatural; and the environment‘s function and efficiency. The learning activities and
equipment locations that were described during the interviews were noted on the plans
for future reference. Cameras were used to document the environmental features on the
sites. The sites were photographed when children were not present so to protect the
privacy and rights of the minor participants.

6.2 The Relationship of Nature to Learning in Children: Refinement of Variables
and Empirical Measures
The first research question concerned the extent to which nature in the design of
educational environments affected children‘s learning. The main objective of the
preliminary site visits was (a) to identify four to six natural environmental features, i.e.,
independent variables, believed to influence learning; and (b) establish indicators of
mastery for common cognitive, social-behavioral developmental learning activities, i.e.,
dependent variables. Because two sites were compared, a common set of variables was
needed for the observational study.
6.2.1 Nature and Natural Environmental Features as Case Study
Independent Variable
The preliminary site investigations resulted in a broadened definition of nature to
include both a literal interpretation and an indirect association of nature in the learning
environment and the influence on children‘s learning. When the interviewees were asked
to identify nature or natural features found in a learning environment that most influenced
the children‘s overall learning and development, both instructors responded with literal
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interpretations of nature. It became apparent from these responses that the interviewees
associated nature with the effect of plants or animals on learning rather than with the
effect of children being in or near a natural setting, near a natural design element, e.g., by
a window, or using natural rather than man-made materials. A common literal or explicit
response recorded was ―the outdoor environment,‖ specifically the gardens that were
incorporated on each site. A complete list of common explicit or tangible natural
elements associated with lessons is presented in Table 6.1. The list was generated from
surveys, questionnaires, and personal interviews conducted on Site A and Site B during
the preliminary site visits. The number of independent variables for the subsequent
research was refined from the list outlined in Table 6.1. The refinement of the variables
allowed for the development of a more effective, manageable observational instrument.
Table 6.1: Common Explicit Natural Elements Associated with Montessori Lessons
Categories

Natural Elements

Vegetation

plants, trees, flowers, leave, herbs

Water

faucet, hose, rain, oceans, rivers

Soil

used for garden, found on playground

Animals

domestic, farm, exotic

Class pets

guinea pigs, fish, bearded dragon

Zoological classes

feathers, fur, scales

Continents

land mass, land formations

Seasons

weather, colors found in nature
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Although the interviewees did not acknowledge a correlation between the
presence of natural environmental features such as natural daylight and the children‘s
mastery of specific learning activities, the survey responses included concepts beyond
what was stated. Such information was interpreted as an implicit or subconscious
awareness of the human-nature interrelationship. As an example, each instructor
identified a specific design feature within the facility as an access area that transitioned
from one area to another. These transitional spaces are found in nature and are the cues
where natural environmental forms provide access from one larger area to another with
the intent to foster comfort (Kellert, 2008).
On Site A, the transitional space was identified as the screened-in porches
incorporated between the classroom environment and the central playground. According
to the instructor, ―the porches were intentional design features that allowed the children
to connect with the playground‘s natural setting, physically and visually.‖ Figures 6.1 and
6.2 illustrate the natural environmental design element, revealing that natural wood
materials were used to finish the interior.
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Figure 6.1: Site A Transitional Space—Exterior View

Figure 6.2: Site A Transitional Space--Interior View

On Site B, the directress intentionally installed an arbor and low picket fence at
the main entrance of the school (Figure 6.3). ―Stepping stones‖ were painted on the
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sidewalk as a natural simulated design element (Figure 6.4). The directress stated, ―[she]
wanted to create an area with an associated morning routine where the children would
transition from their parents into the school day. The children hop and skip over the
stones as part of their routine.‖ Intuitively the directress replicated a natural cue (the
arbor), whereas the simulated stepping stones created a nature-human experience for the
children.

Figure 6.3: Site B Transitional Space--Inclusion of Arbor at Main Entrance

Figure 6.4: Site B Transitional Space--Simulated Stepping Stones
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Across the two sites natural elements had been incorporated into the learning
activity as a tool, as an environmental design element, or both. This discovery captured
the enlarged concept of nature called biophilic design. Biophilic design recognizes that
there is, in the human biology, an innate desire for humans (a) to interact with nature
through the intentional incorporation of natural environmental design features in the built
environment and (b) to provide human-nature experiences (Kellert, 2005, 2008).
It has been theorized in biophilic design that humans experience nature in three
ways: (a) direct contact through natural environmental features and authentic natural
materials; (b) representations of nature or the imitation of natural processes; and (c)
symbolic depictions of nature. Therefore, for this study the term ―natural environment‖
included three subtypes of nature or natural environment: authentic-natural, simulatednatural, and the symbolic depiction of nature.
Each of the implicit natural elements exhibited biophilic significance in the types
of nature that were represented by the learning activities and experiences. The common
implicit natural elements cited are shown in Table 6.2. The composite list of explicit
natural elements was generated by the researcher based on data obtained from the
surveys, questionnaires, personal interviews conducted, and the informal observations
made during the preliminary site visits to Sites A and B.
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Table 6.2: Common Implicit Natural Elements Associated with Montessori Lessons
Implicit Natural Elements
1. Sand as a natural media
2. Wood as a natural material
3. Fruits and vegetables as an apparatus
4. Natural light
5. Natural setting
6. Silk flowers and plants
7. Colors found in nature, e.g., green, yellow, blue
8. Incandescent artificial lighting
9. Exterior doors and thresholds

Given the interviewees‘ diverse viewpoint of nature in the learning environment,
both a literal and indirect association of nature, explicit- and implicit- natural
environmental features and learning experiences emerged as overarching themes.
The study incorporated categories of nature and natural environment for the
purpose of defining the independent variables. To convey the range of interpretation, the
following explicit and implicit natural environmental sub-classifications were established
to correspond with biophilic design concepts: (a) explicit natural; (b) explicit simulatednatural; (c) explicit symbolic depiction; (d) implicit natural; (e) implicit simulatednatural; (f) implicit symbolic depiction. All sub-types and sub-classifications of nature
were represented in this refinement in order that data could reflect any differences in
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inclusion of nature in learning environments that may have yielded differences in the
degree of learning.

6.2.2 Learning as the Dependent Variable
The instructors were interviewed for their first hand knowledge of cognitive- and
social-behavioral developmental milestones, the learning activities, and the mastery
indicators for each of the lessons. As a result of the interviews, the researcher (a)
identified and standardized a common set of learning activities and equipment, (b)
established associated mastery indicators for each activity, (c) determined and further
refined the variable, learning outcomes, as influenced by nature, and (d) established the
empirical measures of learning outcomes for the subsequent observational study.
During the interviews, the instructors were asked to describe and demonstrate the
learning activities they identified as fundamental. For each activity described, five to six
mastery indicators and successful learning outcomes were recorded. Demonstrations were
requested of the instructors so that the proper use of the instrument and identification of
mastery were understood for the subsequent observational study. The storage locations of
the equipment and learning activities that were demonstrated were noted on the
corresponding annotated floor plan for future reference.
Significant environmental design features that supported the learning activities
were recorded throughout the interviews and demonstrations so that the sites could be
assessed as to the extent these features affected the comprehension and mastery of the
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tasks. Both responses and informal observations made during the demonstrations were
used to identify these features.
Ideally, a response indicating a natural environmental feature that influenced the
mastery of a fundamental skill was preferred. Often, however, the responses indicated an
implied or indirect relationship between nature and learning. These implied natural
features were interpreted and classified by the researcher as implied natural
environmental sub-factors. Examples of implied natural environmental features were the
fruits and vegetables used for Montessori food preparation and cutting exercises. The
fruits and vegetables were natural products used as apparatus for the lesson. The children
were able to see the fruit or vegetable in its natural state, harvested from the school
garden. Instructors, however, did not identify this particular learning activity as being
affected by nature when asked.
The common cognitive developmental learning activities are detailed in Table 6.3.
The learning activity with a brief description of the intent of the lesson is identified in the
first column followed by a narrative of the developmental milestone. The mastery
indicators for each learning activities are presented in the last column. The learning
activities and equipment locations that were described during the interviews were noted
on the plans for future reference.
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As with the cognitive development milestones, the specific learning activities,
instruments and the physical environment attributes associated with the social-behavioral
milestones were also recorded. Reported and observed significant environmental design
features that supported the learning activities or experiences were recorded and classified
as explicit or implicit features.
For example, ―grace and courtesy‖ was reported as a fundamental socialbehavioral skill across both sites. However, the locations and morning rituals were
different. According to the instructors, the behavior developed an awareness of and
respect for others. On site A, the instructor stated she welcomed the children to the school
day at the classroom‘s exterior doorway. Her intention was to develop a child‘s grace and
courtesy skills. Symbolically, the exterior doorway provided a transition zone for
children as they left their parents to start a new school day. Subconsciously, the morning
routine located at the exterior door rather than an interior door allowed the child to
experience nature, e.g., the child had views of the natural surroundings, smelling the fresh
morning air and feeling the warmth of the morning.
A similar morning ritual with implicit natural environmental significance
occurred on Site B. The experience created to develop the children‘s grace and courtesy
incorporated a transitional space as well. The arbor and simulated stepping stones painted
on the main entrance sidewalk created the experience that fostered comfort for the
children as they left their parents. Across both locations, the environmental features had
implicit, biophilic significance.
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The common list of social-behavioral developmental learning activities or
experiences is presented in Table 6.4. The learning activity with a brief description of the
intent of the activity is identified in the first column followed by a narrative of the
developmental milestone. In the last column, the mastery indicators for each of the
learning activities have been detailed.

Table 6.5 is a composite of the refined variable sets used for this study. The table
contains the independent variables, the natural environmental features or props. The six
sub-classifications of natural environmental features (explicit natural, explicit simulatednatural, explicit symbolic depiction, implicit natural, implicit simulated natural and
implicit symbolic depiction) represent the broadened definition of nature. Also identified
in the table are the dependent variables, i.e., a learning activity, task or behavior. Mastery
indicators and what can be taken as evidence of nature having played a role are also
included. Field observation instruments were prepared to assess each one of the causal
relationship listed in Table 6.5
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7. The Observational Study
As a result of the preliminary site investigations outlined in the preliminary study,
specific natural environmental attributes, learning activities and the associated learning
outcomes were identified. The data collection instruments for this second phase of the
study were derived from these preliminary findings. Observations on each site occurred
over a two- to three-day period in order to obtain sufficient data for analysis and site
comparison. Observations were completed on Site A in late July 2011 and on Site B in
mid-September 2011.
Full day observations were scheduled so that the complete Montessori work cycle
could be recorded. Of particular interest were the morning routines and rituals as the
children arrive. For example, a fundamental social- behavioral developmental milestone
identified during the preliminary findings, ―Grace and Courtesy,‖ was associated with the
morning ritual and was linked to a specific environmental feature--an exterior door or a
transition space.
7.1 Participants
A total of 42 children were observed across the two sites. Seventeen children were
present on Site A, and 25 children were observed on Site B. Given the configuration of
the learning environment on Site B, the children were separated by age and were assigned
to two different classrooms based on age. Located on the Toddler side of the building, 10
children were present during the observations. The remaining 15 participants were
assigned to the academic learning classroom. It should be noted that the observational
recording time was divided between the two classrooms over the three-day period.
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All children observed in this study were between 3 and 6 years old. The children‘s
age range was a key element of the study because it was a developmental stage associated
with the greatest influence and corresponded to Montessori beliefs. Previous studies in
the review of the literature identified this period for rapid growth of cognitive and socialbehavioral development, regardless of the child‘s cultural or social differences.
―According to child development specialists, one of the most accurate ways to learn
about children is to observe them in daily activities‖ (Wortham, 2008). Therefore, the
children were recorded as they performed normal daily Montessori activities and
classroom instruction. Neither the children nor the instructors were asked to perform
activities that were not part of the normal day in class. Further, the researcher was a nonparticipant observer in the classroom with the instructor present during the observations.
Given the age range of the participants, written consent was granted by the school
administrators, and parental consent waivers were on file at each location. Further
procedures were developed to protect the children‘s identities during data collection. For
example, each child was assigned a color and a number, e.g., red-S1, blue-S-2, etc., thus
eliminating the need to record children‘s names during observations. The color and
number code were used to indicate children‘s choices of instruments, their level of
mastery, and their location preference to perform lessons.
7.2 Research Design and Instruments
Observation methodologies have frequently been used to determine children‘s
level of cognitive development, to understand behavior, and to evaluate learning progress
(Beaty, 2010; Wortham, 2008). Because young children often have limited language
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skills and cannot verbally express their thoughts and emotions, they communicate using
actions rather than words. Children‘s body posture, mannerisms, and their interactions
with others reveal information about their general development. Their actions and
behaviors in a learning environment can expose standing patterns of behavior. Observing
repetitive activities in identifiable places can confirm the environments‘ expected uses,
reveal new uses and behavioral opportunities in the setting, and identify constraints of the
physical environment (Zeisel, 2006). For the desired in-depth understanding of nature‘s
influence on learning and to test this case study‘s working hypotheses, observation
methodologies were specifically selected and instruments were developed to collect data
from the field.
Identifiable places with natural elements present in the design of the learning
environment or nature as an apparatus incorporated into a learning activity constituted the
independent variables for the study. Repetitive activities, i.e., cognitive, social-behavioral
learning activities, and mastery of tasks represented the dependent variables. To
determine how the inclusion of nature in the learning environments affected learning and
if differences in the degree of nature present across the two settings resulted in variances
in the degree of learning, the following data were collected: (a) the frequency of
repetitive activities in identifiable places and whether or not nature was present or absent;
(b) the duration the child performed a learning activity or task; and (c) the level of
mastery attained by the child as defined by the indicators or measures of learning.
When variances in behavioral learning patterns were observed, the surrounding
physical environmental factors were recorded as reflective notes. Physical differences in
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the learning environment such as the size, shape or placement of the chosen location, the
design feature, or the prop used were reported. Given that the two settings used the
Montessori instructional method as a control, variations in classroom physical
characteristics were regarded as a contributing factor for variances in user patterns.
Three separate recording instruments were developed for the field research: (a) an
observation record of developmental milestones, (b) a detailed floor plan of each site, and
(c) a form for supplemental observational field notes for descriptive and reflective
notations. These instruments were specifically designed for the two Montessori school
settings of this study and are based on information collected, i.e., environmental features,
learning indicators, during the preliminary site visits. The primary instrument for
recording the field data was the Observation Record of Development Milestones Form
(Appendix D).
This instrument was a checklist derived from the refined list of cognitive and
social-behavioral learning activities. A separate checklist or observational record was
created for the individual cognitive or social-behavioral learning activities. However
there was one learning activity, caring for the indoor environment, that was identified as
both a cognitive and a social- behavioral developmental milestone. Therefore, a separate
observational record was created for each developmental category. Five to six specific
mastery indicators were established for each task and incorporated into the instrument.
The indicators were used as a method of measuring the degree of mastery; hence, more
learning indicators observed and checked indicated higher levels of mastery.
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To understand how the natural or non-natural environmental features influenced a
child‘s learning, there were two columns to record information about the corresponding
physical environment. The location or locations in the classroom where the child chose to
perform the activity was recorded in the first column. The second column was reserved
for recording specific environmental features or props that were present in the chosen
location or locations.
The second instrument, a coded annotated floor plan of each site, (Appendix E)
was created to use in conjunction with the Observation Record of Development
Milestones form to record the children‘s movements around the learning environments.
The floor plans identified the physical classroom attributes that included natural
environmental features, the location where each of the pre-determined learning activity
equipment was stored, and furniture placement. Exterior views and surroundings were
also included in the notations. The floor plans documented the children‘s sequences of
behavior and patterns. The children‘s movements around the learning environment were
recorded starting with the selection of one of the pre-determined learning activities and
concluding with the selection of the location to perform the lesson.
Given the total number of children present in each setting and the constant
movement associated with a Montessori classroom, primary observations centered on
participants who selected pre-determined learning activities. Nine stations were identified
by number on the floor plans to correspond with the placement of the learning activity
equipment. If learning or user patterns unfolded during the observations, these patterns of
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behavior were noted on the floor plans and documented on the Supplemental
Observational Field Notes form.
The third recording instrument created for the observational study was the
Supplemental Observational Field Notes Form (Appendix F), a form that documented
other behaviors and user patterns that emerged during the observations. This form was
modeled after a specimen record instrument typically used in the study of child
development. Detailed observational descriptions of sequential events and behaviors were
recorded. Corresponding reflective notes and researcher insights of these events,
behaviors, or both were also recorded on this instrument.
Cameras and other audio-visual media were not used to collect data during the
observations so as to protect the privacy and rights of the minor children participating in
this study. However, when the children were not present, cameras were used to document
design elements or other site conditions that had not been previously recorded during the
preliminary study.
8. Data Analysis and Findings
8.1 Data Analysis Approach
A cross-case analysis approach was adopted for the study. The intent for this
approach was to extract comparative measures of learning and behavioral patterns
as influenced by nature across the two Montessori settings. The data collection was
conducted in two phases; therefore, it was deemed necessary to analyze the data in the
same manner. The cross-case analysis was conducted in each phase after the sites were
individually assessed.
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This exploratory case study applied three forms of data analysis and
interpretation: (a) narrative description of the settings for the context of the study, (b)
categorical aggregation which established the common themes and patterns across the
two settings, and (c) direct interpretation of the questionnaire results. Preliminary
informal and formal observations provided the refinement of the variable learning
outcomes as influenced by nature. The intent of this qualitative study was not to fully test
or quantify the findings but rather to provide an empirical validation of variable sets,
methods, and research design as the basis for future studies and testing.
The analyses conducted of the preliminary site visits data established the context
for the study and were detailed in the Preliminary Study section of this report. The
questionnaires were evaluated for specific statements regarding the presence or absence
of nature in the learning environments, fundamental child development skills, the
Montessori learning activities, and mastery indicators of learning. Audio recordings of
the interviews were transcribed and compared against the questionnaires. Photographs
taken during the facility tours and the informal observations made of the site conditions
were organized and categorized. The general categories were based on the review of
literature and theoretical framework.
The categorical aggregation of the preliminary data established the common
themes and patterns across the two settings. A set of natural environmental features, the
independent variables of the study, were identified and placed into sub-classifications.
The six natural sub-classifications were based on the respondents‘ interpretation of nature
that included a broadened definition of nature that had emerged from the first phase.
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The dependent variables, the constructs that defined learning, were also
determined. The two categories of fundamental child development, cognitive- and socialbehavioral development, were derived from the review of the literature. Learning
activities and the mastery of these tasks evolved into sub-classifications of the
overarching fundamental area. Direct interpretations were made of the sub-categories in
searching for interrelating themes that linked nature and learning. A further review and
interpretation of the preliminary data established a refinement of the variable sets, and
empirical measures of learning outcomes. This information was used to develop the
instruments for the observational study of the two Montessori settings that followed.
The analysis of the data collected from the three observation recording
instruments followed a similar protocol as the methods used in the preliminary study.
Separate evaluations of the instruments were conducted followed by further examination
of the common behavioral patterns.

8.2 Findings
Unlike a traditional educational setting, the Montessori settings allowed this study
to examine how nature influenced learning and user patterns without the restrictions of a
traditional classroom design. Physical obstacles, e.g., rows of desks and chairs, and the
structure of group lessons, were eliminated. The participants of the study, therefore, were
allowed to move freely around the learning environments as they selected lessons based
on individual interests and developmental readiness. With respect to the environmental
features that were present in the learning environments, both natural and not-natural, two
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categories of user learning patterns emerged from the research. (a) components of the
learning process and (b) attributes of the learning experience.
The findings of the study have been organized under these two categories based
on the dependent variables of the study, learning activities. The learning activities
provided the means of measuring how nature present [or the lack of nature present] in the
learning environments influenced participant behavior patterns

8.2.1 Patterns of the Learning Process Related to Natural Environmental
Features Present in the Learning Environment

Patterns were based on the cognitive developmental milestones and learning
activities identified during the preliminary study. The findings reflect the following
sequence of events based on: (a) the frequency of learning activity and equipment
selected by participants from a pre-determined learning station, (b ) the movement and
subsequent choice of location by the participant in the environment to perform the lesson
or task, (c) the duration and degree of concentration performed on the lesson or task, and
(d) the level of mastery observed. Body mannerisms and orientation in relationship to
environmental features found in the physical environment were also recorded.
Findings are presented by the learning activity with the observational results
described by site. Coded diagrams of the floor plans have been created to illustrate
participants‘ movements around the environment. Several unexpected behavioral learning
patterns emerged from the observations. These findings are detailed under a separate
category, Unexpected Patterns of the Learning Process.
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The findings from across the two Montessori sites were compared for
commonalities and differences to determine if the differences in nature present in the
design of the learning environments resulted in differences in learning among the
children. An overview of the learning patterns, activities, environmental features for Sites
A and B are illustrated in Tables 8.1 and 8.2.

Table 8.1: Site A Overview of Learning Patterns, Activities and Environmental Features
Hyperlink
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Table 8.2: Site B Overview of Learning Patterns, Activities and Environmental Features
Hyperlink

Following are the individual site results for each learning activity that was able to be
observed.
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Sandpaper Letters: For Site A, the Sandpaper Letters activity was selected five
times (n = 17) during the observational period. Participants chose between two distinct
locations: a larger table that sat four located within the mathematics area or an individual
desk located immediately adjacent to the language learning area. Three of five children
selected the individual desk that faced the wall. (aqua, lime, and purple paths of travel as
shown in Figure 8.1). However, only one child at a time chose the larger table to perform
the lesson; different chairs were selected each time. One participant relocated the chair to
a new position (red path of travel). The mean concentrated task duration was 11 minutes.
It was observed that on the second day, a cloudy day, the duration at the large table was
recorded at 14 minutes (blue position), the longest recorded duration. For both locations,
the number of mastery indicators successfully achieved remained the same: fingers and
eyes followed the contour of the sand letter as the child correctly sounded the letters.

1

.
Figure 8.1: Sandpaper Letters—Site A Performance Patterns
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Environmental commonalities among the selected locations were all furnishings
constructed of wood (an explicit natural material) and incandescent artificial lighting was
the main source of illumination (implicit simulated-natural). The two locations shared a
table lamp positioned on a low wood shelving unit. The larger table was centered beneath
a pendant light fixture suspended from the ceiling. A low level of filtered natural light
(implicit natural) from the south facing window was noted in the general area of the
individual desk.
On Site B, Sandpaper Letters was selected two times (n=15). Each time,
participants selected a different location to perform the task. The first child selected a
chair at the table in the language area (red path of travel as illustrated in Figure 8.2),
repositioning the chair to face the window. The second location was an individual desk
located in a common area shared by the mathematics and cultural areas. Each child
demonstrated a direct path of travel without a change in direction ( blue path of travel as
illustrated in Figure 8.2). The concentrated task duration mean for this activity was 10
minutes with the desk located in the common area recorded at 7.5 minutes. The level of
mastery was similar to those recorded on Site A. The children successfully phonetically
sounded the letters as their fingers and eyes followed the contour of the letters.
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1

Figure 8.2: Sandpaper Letters—Site B Performance Patterns

Both locations (two of two) that were chosen to perform the lessons received a
high level of natural light (implicit natural). Differences in the light direction were noted:
the individual desk received natural lighting from the French door located behind the
chair as the child faced the wall, whereas lighting in the language area entered the space
from the side window that was 48‖ above the finished floor. The furnishings in the two
locations were similarly constructed, i.e., simulated- wood plastic laminate (implicit
simulated natural) tables and plastic chairs.

Moveable Alphabet: This lesson had the highest frequency of interest among the
participants across both settings. On Site A, of the 17 children in attendance, nine (52%)
selected the equipment over the two-day period. All selected the central area rug to
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perform the task, and all had a direct path of travel from the learning station to the chosen
destination. The area rug was adjacent to the language learning area and Moveable
Alphabet learning station. Eight of the nine children positioned the equipment 90 degrees
from the south-facing window. This orientation allowed four children to face the large
windows located on the east wall. The remaining four children faced the wall without a
window. The purple and aqua color positions were later joined by the orange and blueviolet code children. This allowed the cluster of children to face each other. This
configuration also promoted collaboration among the four children. Only one participant
selected a different orientation on the area rug (red path of travel as illustrated in Figure
8.3). This child placed the equipment parallel to the large windows and faced the south
window.

2

Figure 8.3: Moveable Alphabet --Site A Performance Patterns

The first day of observations was a sunny day with the highest noticeable level of
natural light entering the classroom between 10:30 am and 11 am. Natural light (implicit
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natural) filtered in from the south facing window onto the area rug. Artificial
incandescent pendant lighting (implicit simulated- natural) was suspended from the
ceiling and used to supplement the natural light. The fixtures were slightly offset, not
placed directly above the area rug. The concentrated task duration for this location had a
mean of 18.62 minutes. This time excluded breaks to the snack area and to the red dragon
aquarium.
On the second day, the weather was cloudy. The amount of natural light present in
the classroom was low level and did not appear to penetrate as deeply into the classroom
as the day before. A different overall behavioral pattern was observed. The chosen
positions shifted away from the windows and towards the incandescent lighting. The
concentrated task duration mean was 33.33 minutes. This was the longest duration of
continuous work without a break. On this particular day, there were four children using
the Moveable Alphabet. All four children located the equipment directly underneath the
incandescent light source, and pairs of children faced each other. Besides the natural light
and incandescent lighting, the area rug was the only common environmental feature that
was present in the immediate area.
At the re-adaptive use site (Site B), of the 15 children, four (26%) selected the
Moveable Alphabet activity. The path of travel from the learning station to the location
where the lessons were performed did not indicate a significant pattern or repeated
location. Of the four children, one selected the table located within the language learning
area. The natural light from an adjacent window filtered light onto the table top. No
overhead artificial lighting was present. The reflection of natural light was captured in the
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vanity mirror installed on the north wall of the language area and increased the lighting
level in the area.
Two of the four participants carried the Moveable Alphabet equipment into the
mathematics learning area and performed the lesson on the carpet. One participant
selected an area on the floor between the cultural and mathematics areas. The work mats
and equipment were also positioned differently. As shown in Figure 8.4, the blue position
of the work mat had the equipment facing the shelving unit along the east wall whereas
the work mat in the purple position was placed within 10 inches of the shelving unit and
faced the window located on the north wall. The aqua position placed the equipment
facing the round table.

2

Figure 8.4: Moveable Alphabet—Site B Performance Patterns
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The concentrated task duration varied between locations. In the seated position
(red), the child performed the lesson for 16 minutes followed by the aqua position at 18
minutes. These two children successfully completed the spelling of the three-letter words;
however, neither child retrieved a second set of objects to continue the lesson.
The blue and purple locations had similar recorded times of 26 and 22 minutes,
respectively. The children successfully completed the first cycle of three letter words, and
one (in the blue coded position) began a second set of words. Natural light was a
common environmental feature among the four locations. Differences in work areas, such
as being seated at the table compared to sitting on the floor, appeared to account for the
differences in the task duration. The child seated at the table stood up and sat down
repeatedly. The children working on the carpet worked continuously with little or no
repositioning of their bodies.
The natural light levels did not vary during the two days of Site B observation as
did the Site A lighting levels. Therefore, no comparisons based on weather differences
could be made.
Spindle Box: The findings reflect only data collected from Site B. This learning
activity was not selected during the observations on Site A.
The Spindle Box was chosen by two children (n = 15). As shown in Figure 8.5,
two different locations were selected to perform the lesson. On two separate occasions,
one child (red path of travel) moved the equipment to an individual desk within the
mathematics learning area. The other child chose to stand at the learning station to
perform the task. The seated position at the individual desk appeared to be a preferred
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location across all pre-determined activities and those not included in the study. The
duration of continuous concentration time was similar for both locations. Time seated at
the desk was recorded at 25 minutes, and standing time was documented at 21 minutes.
The child seated (red position) appeared to study the spindles before sorting the
apparatus. Once the child began counting and placing the spindles in the compartments,
the child appeared to concentrate on the task. The seated child repeated the successfully
completed task three times; self-correcting the sorting once. The child in the standing
position (blue position) began sorting the spindles without hesitation. He held several
spindles in his hand at a time as he counted. The child repeated the task quickly and with
accuracy. With each repetition, the child placed a finger in the ―zero‖ compartment and
followed the rectangular shape of the empty compartment.
Similar environmental features were present in the two locations. Both children
were positioned to face the wall. The wall was painted wood paneling. The texture of
wood was noticeable; however, the wood grain was not. Natural light filtered in the
general area from the side window located at 90 degrees from the lesson locations and the
light from the French door behind the positions. The floor covering was carpet. One
difference noted between the two locations was that the desk in Site B was constructed of
simulated wood plastic laminate, whereas the shelving unit was constructed of authentic
wood.
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3

Figure 8.5: Spindle Box—Site B Performance Patterns

Living and non-living things (Continents and Animals): The findings reflect data
collected from Site B only. This learning activity was not selected during the
observations on Site A. Of the 15 children, only one selected the Living and Non-Living
(Continents and Animals) exercise. The child selected and carried the equipment to the
mathematics area, placing it on the carpeted floor. There were two chairs available at the
table adjacent to the learning station; however, the child walked past the chairs and chose
the floor. The child was observed first sorting the animal figurines into groups. Next, the
child organized the continents on the work mat. The child systematically placed the
animal figurine in the correct habitat. The child was observed hesitating and selfcorrecting the positions of the figurines. It was determined there was not enough data
collected to define a pattern. Thus, this activity was not considered in the analysis.
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Food Preparation and Cutting Exercises: No data were collected for this learning
activity at either site. It was noted there were no fruits or vegetables available or visually
accessible for the children to select. This activity was, therefore, not subjected to
analysis.
Caring for the Garden: Due to the season of the observational study, neither site
had a garden planted. The planting season was scheduled for late September to early
October. Although no data were collected, the learning activity was identified as a
fundamental lesson in Montessori curriculum and a further tool to link nature and
learning. Therefore, the activity was not removed from the recommendations designed
for future studies.
Unexpected Patterns of Social Behavior: Three identifiable explicit- natural
environmental features and locations present in the classrooms were identified as
significant elements because these areas supported social-behavioral milestones as part of
patterns of the learning process. Brief exchanges in conversations, sharing the
experiences with classmates and individual reflection in these areas provided temporary
relief from lessons and a source of rejuvenation. Afterwards, the children returned to their
lessons.
These unexpected patterns of social behavior were first observed during the work
cycles on Site A, the site with the most inclusion of nature in the design of the learning
activities. On consecutive days, the children were noted as being attracted to three areas
of the classroom that had an explicit natural environmental feature: (a) the aquarium with
the red dragon class pet; (b) the fish aquarium with water only and a sign posted stating
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the that the fish tank was closed; and (c) a bench located under the low, large window
that had a direct view of the playground and natural setting. Throughout the work cycles
and after an extended duration of concentration performing their lessons, the children
periodically paused for brief breaks in one of these locations. The area with the highest
frequency of conversation and sharing of the experience occurred at the Bearded Dragon
Aquarium. Here the children appeared excited and talkative. The bench with the view of
the natural setting received the highest frequency of solitary behavior. The unexpected
patterns of social behavior are reported in Table 8.3.
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Table 8.3: Site A- Unexpected Social Behavior Patterns With Explicit Natural Features
Identifiable Location of
Social-Behavioral Pattern
Bearded Dragon Aquarium
Initiates conversation

Sharing experience with others

Solitude (no interaction with
others)

Fish Tank—water only
Initiates conversation

Sharing experience with others

Solitude (no interaction with
others)
Bench view of natural setting
Initiates conversation

Sharing experience with others

Solitude (no interaction with
others)

Occurrences
(N = 17)

Mean
Minutes

5

2.51

Child approaches others at aquarium &
initiates conversation; child joins other
children engaged in conversation; child
is excited to join conversation.

10

2.5

3

3.33

Child invites another child to join
him/her at the aquarium; child leaves
aquarium and returns with friend to share
the experience; child shows excitement
with other child as they stare together at
aquarium
.
Child goes to aquarium but does not
engage with others; child returns to
lesson after viewing class pet.

3

3.00

Child approaches others already at
aquarium and initiates conversation;
child joins other children engaged in
conversation; child is excited to join
conversation.

3

3.00

Child invites another child to join
him/her at the aquarium; child leaves
aquarium, returns with friend to share
the experience; child shows excitement
with other child as they stare together at
water, points to water.

--

--

No observations made; individuals did
not select location for reflection.

--

--

No observations were made of
conversations at this location.

--

--

No observations were made of a sharing
experience.

4

6.66

Child goes to bench but does not engage
with others; child stares out the window
to view natural setting and returns to
lesson.

Mastery Indicators
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After observing these trends on Site A, the researcher searched for similar
patterns in Site B, the re-adaptive site with the least degree of nature incorporated into the
design of the learning environment. Pauses in work cycles were recorded, but the patterns
occurred in different locations with differences in frequency and duration. In both the
toddler and academic learning classrooms, the French doors located at the front of the
building received the highest frequency of visits during short breaks, the toddler side with
thirteen occurrences and nine on the academic learning side. The unexpected patterns of
social behavior are reported in Table 8.4.
At Site B, the fish aquarium, located in the academic learning classroom, was
originally identified as a learning station. Rather than engaging in lessons, this location
provided a temporary break from lessons. The fish drew the least amount of interest. The
tank was placed against the wall next to the French door. A low shelf was placed
perpendicular in front of it and a work table beside the tank. It appeared that the station
was less accessible due to the furniture arrangement. On the occasions when the children
did gather to view the fish, it followed a brief stop at the French door. It was difficult to
discern between the two locations due to the limited amount of floor space in the area.
One problem identified with the aquarium location was the younger children did not have
an opportunity to view the fish at will. The dutch-door between the classrooms prevented
access.
On several occasions, sirens from fire engines passing by the school appeared to
attract the children, but only briefly. Parents and new arrivals at the French doors located
on the toddler side appeared to cause distractions from the lessons.
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Table 8.4: Site B Unexpected Social Behavior Patterns with Explicit Natural Features
Identifiable Location of
Social-Behavioral Pattern
French Door -Toddler Side
(n=10)
Initiates conversation

Occurrences

Mean
Minutes

Mastery Indicators

3

3.66

Child approaches others at door & initiates
conversation; child joins other children
engaged in conversation; child is excited to
join conversation.
Child invites another child to join them at the
door; child leaves and returns with friend to
share the experience; child shows excitement
with other child as they stare outside to front
yard
Child goes to French door but does not engage
with others; child returns to lesson

Sharing experience with
others

4

4.50

Solitude (no interaction with
others)

6

4.66

1

2.50

Sharing experience with
others

2

3.00

Solitude (no interaction with
others)

1

5.00

Child approaches aquarium, but does not
engage with others; child stares at fish and
returns to lesson

4

3.68

Child approaches others at door and initiates
conversation; Child joins other children,
engage in conversation; child shows
excitement to join conversation

Sharing experience with
others

4

4.66

Child invites another child to join them at the
door; child leaves and returns with friend to
share the experience; child shows excitement
with other child as they stare outside

Solitude (no interaction
with others)

1

4.0

Child goes to French door but does not
engage with others; child stares out the door
and returns to lesson.

Fish Tank-Academic Learning
Side (n=15)
Initiates conversation

Child approaches others already at aquarium
and initiates conversation; child joins other
children engaged in conversation; child is
excited to join conversation.
Child invites another child to join him/her at
the aquarium; child leaves aquarium, returns
with friend to share the experience; child
shows excitement with other child as they
stare together at water, points to fish, water.

French Door-Academic Learning
Side

( n=15)
Initiates conversation
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Two additional learning process patterns related to the design of the Site A
classroom. First, the area rug placed in front of the double French doors had a high
frequency for performing lessons. These learning activities were not the pre-identified
ones, rather a variety of lessons taken from the Practical Life, Sensorial and Language
Areas. In the course of two days, this area had a frequency of 16. Due to the high activity
in this area and the fact that these were secondary learning activities not included on the
recording instrument, an average duration was not documented. However, this area was a
significant location on Site A .The dominant environmental features recorded were the
French doors and large, low windows with direct views to the playground. This area has
been highlighted on the floor plan in Figure 8.6. The environmental features are
documented in photograph Figure 8.7. There was not a comparable area of high
frequency recorded on Site B.

High activity area for
performing lessons.
16 frequencies were
recorded in area
over 2 consecutive
days

Figure 8.6: Site A Floor Plan for Unexpected Learning Process Pattern
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Figure 8.7: Site A Interior View of Unexpected Learning Process Pattern

Also observed on Site A, low frequency or no activity was recorded in the Math
and Cultural learning areas despite the authentic wood shelving, wood equipment and
incandescent lighting from lamps. These areas were adjacent to the interior wall and were
noticeably dark without natural light present. There were no similar locations identified
on Site B. Despite the limited floor space and room arrangements of the re-adaptive
classrooms (Site B), natural light was available throughout the classrooms. The children
performed their lessons and gathered around the perimeter of the classroom either seated
at a table or on the floor.
8.2.2 Patterns of the Learning Experience Related to Natural Environmental
Features Present in the Learning Environment
Patterns of the learning experience emerged from the social-behavioral
developmental milestones and activities established during the preliminary study
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although these patterns did not occur in locations as cited by the Montessori instructors.
In anticipation of these social skills and where these actions typically occurred, locations
were designated on the annotated floor plans. Social-behavioral developmental skills
were not limited to the indoor classroom environment; rather several patterns were
recorded during recess outdoors. Therefore, for the purpose of this study the learning
environment encompasses the interior built-environment and surrounding exterior site
conditions.
As these experiences were observed the following data was recorded: specific
locations and frequency; dominant natural environmental features present indoors and
outside; natural elements or props that supported the behavior; and the type of
interactions observed between the children, with their instructors or both. Five socialbehaviors emerged as part of the learning experience. The themes were: (a) sharing, (b)
conversing, (c) reflection, (d) independence, and (e) respect. To measure the influence of
nature on social-behavioral development, the same criteria used to analyze and measure
the degree of learning.
The patterns of the learning experience are described by site followed by a cross
site comparison. Commonalities in the natural environmental features are identified as
well as how these design elements support the learning experience.
The learning experience patterns and findings follow:
Sharing: Sharing with others was cited by the instructors as a measure of
maturity and demonstrated a level of consciousness of others and fostered comfort.
Across the sites, the level of mastery was constant. Sharing experience patterns emerged
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during recess or as the children at snacks or lunch; however the patterns did vary across
the two sites. Children initiated conversations concurrently with sharing.
For both research settings, sharing experiences occurred more frequently outdoors
during recess. Sand as a natural material (implicit natural element) was the apparatus
used the most during playtime. On Site A, the sandbox recorded the most visits over the
two day period, 16 with the mean of 15.68 minutes. Initially 2 children gathered at the
sandbox, joined by the other children. Wood half timbers surrounded the sandbox
opening; providing seats for the children. Half the time the children sat in the sandbox,
the remaining 8 children sat along the wood edges. The children used their fingers to
form shapes in the sand, pour sand into piles or moved the sand using hands or toy trucks.
The sandbox provided a natural material and natural setting for the children to experience
together.
A similar pattern was observed on Site B. Instead the children gathered in a
sanded area located under the canopy of a large oak tree. A total of 12 occurrences were
recorded at this location over the two day period; mean of 17.66. The children used the
area differently than those on first site. Under the tree, the children ran, climbed the truck
tire and played on the swing suspended from the tree. Only on 2 of the 12 occurrences did
the children sit down in the sand to play. For this site, sand was not used as an apparatus,
but rather as an environmental feature.
Spontaneous sharing also was noted during snack time on Site A (Figure 8.8).
Throughout the morning work cycle, crackers and water were placed on the snack table
and were available at will. The snack area was located adjacent to the kitchenette beneath
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windows where natural daylight filtered into the general area. Twenty-three visits to this
location were observed; however the duration time was shorter, 6 minutes. In
comparison snack breaks were controlled by the instructor on Site B. Rather than the
children choosing to snack at will and with whom to share the experience, the instructor
scheduled specific snack times twice a day; therefore no comparable behavioral patterns
were recorded.

Figure 8.8: Snack Table for Two - Site A

Conversing: Self-esteem, independence and interest in others are demonstrated
when a child initiates a conversation with others. The instructors were in agreement as
they each identified this social skill as a social- behavioral developmental milestone.
Conversing intermingled with the sharing behavioral pattern; however the
learning experience patterns classified under conversing differed in location and the
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actions that followed. Children on Site A initiated conversations at two watering stations
( as illustrated in Figure 8.9): a) watering cans were displayed underneath water spouts
from a rain harvesting system; and b) water cans placed on a planting table. 8 children
individually and repeatedly walked up to water spouts, watered nearby shrubs on the
playground and returned the cans to the station; 5 children chose the planting table,
following the same process. The conversations were brief at the stations as the children
retrieved the water cans (3.33 minutes). Water and plants (both explicit natural elements)
were identified as natural features attracting the children to these locations.

Figure 8.9: Watering Stations in Playground- Site A

Eight spouts direct rain water from the roof into the watering cans (shown above left in
Figure 8.9).The planting table (above right) provides a secondary location for the children
to retrieve watering cans.
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Conversations among the children (Site B) occurred during playtime on the
swing set and fort constructed of wood (Figure 8.10). Rather than directly interacting
with explicit natural elements as the children on Site A, the wooden play set represented
an implicit natural feature or apparatus that supporting the experience (9 visits recorded;
8 out of 9 children engaging in conversation, 4.68 mean conversation minutes). In
contrast, the synthetic man-made fort and slides on Site A did not generate as many
frequencies (4) or conversations ( no conversations among the children were observed;
children played independently).

Figure 8.10: Wooden Swings and Fort - Site B

Reflection: It appeared children on both sites sought areas of refuge and solitude
as part of their work cycle. Pauses in the work cycles occurred during the learning
process but were noted as social- behavioral patterns. On site A, a bench located next
to a window with the direct view of the outside playground received the highest
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frequency of solitude behavior (4 occurrences, mean of 6.66 minutes). The longest
duration for a child was recorded at 14 minutes.
In the second learning environment (Site B) the younger children in the Toddler
classroom were drawn to the French doors and the view to the front yard of the
school. There were 6 occurrences of solitude behavior observed at this location with a
mean of 4.66 minutes. In the academic learning classroom of the facility, only 1 child
selected the French door with a view of the front as a location for reflection (mean of
4 minutes). A child was recorded as ―reflecting‖ at a secondary location, in front of
the fish aquarium, lasting 5 minutes. French doors provided direct views to the
outside although the surrounding area had minimal vegetation and natural setting.

Independence: Comfort fostered by security and independence were cited as
essential social behavioral milestones. The ability to leave a parent was a significant
activity in a child‘s development. A threshold or exterior door was identified as an area
where this developmental milestone would be demonstrated. The child‘s ability to
demonstrate grace and courtesy was rooted in the morning Montessori ritual of arrival
and circle time. The study assessed the behaviors the children demonstrated upon arrival
to each school. Site A had an exterior door or threshold where the children were dropped
off by their parents. The doorway was surrounded by a natural setting: trees, shrubs, and
a graveled driveway (Figure 8.12). The children were greeted by the instructor at the
doorway and then would individually follow a central hallway that directed the child to
their assigned classroom. Of the 24 children observed arriving over the two day period,
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21 children demonstrated grace, courtesy and independence as they left their parents side.
Two children did not acknowledge to the instructor‘s welcome; one child cried and
refused to leave her parents side. The duration of leaving the parent‘s car, through the
transitional threshold was recorded at 6. 33 minutes. Although the children were
respectful to the instructor, the children did not appear to experience the surrounding the
natural setting as expected.

Figure 8.12: Pre-Primary Building Transitional Threshold- Site A
In contrast, children on site B were observed enjoying the experience more than
the children on the first site as they departed from their parents in the morning. The older
children arrived first. They were observed skipping or hopping along the painted stones
on the walkway, and stopping to converse with the garden fairy statute. The children did
not show hesitation to leave their parents at the arbor gate. Younger children that arrived
later were escorted to the main entrance by their parents. No children were recorded
crying or demonstrating resistance. The experience along path of travel from the parking
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lot to the main entrance where the instructor greeted the children had a mean duration of
9.68 minutes.

Figure 8.13: Transitional Threshold Design Elements- Site B

Collectively, the natural design elements with the highest frequencies in the
preferred learning locations both site: natural daylight, windows and direct views to
natural setting. Windows and natural daylight were recorded as dominant design features
in the preferred indoor learning areas across the two settings (12 out of 15 locations);
direct views to a natural setting were found in 7 out of the 15 areas. Water, sand and
wood were observed as natural apparatus having the highest frequencies in socialbehavioral patterns occurring outdoors.
Consistently across the two research site, locations with the inclusion of natural
environmental features in the design were documented as having higher occurrences of
user preference (90 % of all occurrences) as compared to locations that lacked or had
minimal amounts of nature present. Nature or natural environmental elements present in
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the learning environments supported learning in one of two ways: a) as part of the
learning process, an indication of cognitive development; or b) as a learning experience,
or social-behavioral milestones.
Secondly, windows and natural daylight were recorded as dominant design
elements in the preferred indoor learning areas in both learning environments (12 out of
15 locations). Direct views to a natural setting were also found as prevailing features in 7
out of the 15 the preferred areas to perform lessons. Water, sand and wood were
observed as natural apparatus having the highest frequencies in the learning experience
patterns that occurred outdoors.
Although noticeable differences in the degree and type of nature incorporated in
the physical designs of the classrooms and site conditions were documented, the findings
were insufficient to support a causal relationship between the degree of nature and the
degree of learning. Rather these differences in the degree and type of nature across the
two sites provided validation of the natural design features and nature‘s influence on
learning patterns.
9. Conclusions and Recommendations
The objective of this case study was to explore how the presence of nature in the
design of learning environments affected learning among children 3 to 6 years of age
attending two north central Florida Montessori learning environments. Previous
researchers have suggested a relationship between the natural environment and positive
human behavior and cognitive development (Kahn, 1997; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1998;
Kellert, 2005; Kellert & Wilson, 1993). These human-nature development patterns are
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associated with a theoretical perspective known as biophilic design. Biophilic design, a
theory developed by Kellert linking nature and the built environment, provided the
theoretical framework for this research.
The research explored three questions: a) How does the inclusion of ―nature‖ in
the design of learning environments affect learning by children?; b) Do differences in the
inclusion of nature in learning environments resulted in differences in the degree of
learning?; and c) How can the effect of nature on learning by children be measured more
precisely than it has been to date?.
To understand the extent to which the learning outcomes variables were
influenced by natural features, data was collected from the two Montessori school
settings. The sites were selected based on the inclusion and degree of nature present in
the design of the learning environments. For comparison purposes, one site was
deliberately designed and constructed according to Montessori criteria ( Site A) . The
second setting, an adaptive re-use of a former daycare facility, was converted to support
the Montessori philosophy and curriculum (Site B).
The intent of the study was not to fully test or quantify the data collected, rather to
establish a basis for future testing of operating hypotheses relating nature and learning
outcomes. The pre-identified variable sets established from the preliminary findings were
incorporated into the instruments for the observational study. The data was analyzed for
evidence of the causal relationships identified as part of the operating hypotheses. Based
on the literature review, the study was structured using working hypotheses stating the
children in the natural-designed classroom demonstrated higher cognitive- and social-
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behavioral development, whereas children learning in the adaptive re-use facility that had
little or no natural features incorporated into its design demonstrated lower cognitive- and
social-behavioral development.

9.1 A Restatement of Method
A qualitative mixed method approach was utilized in two phases to derive and
further refine the learning outcomes variable as influenced by natural environmental
features. A preliminary study of the sites familiarized the researcher with the
environmental characteristics and established the common variable sets that related
nature and learning. Surveys of and interviews with instructors and staff, were conducted
across the two settings. Preliminary findings identified the natural environmental features
common across the sites that were believed to influence learning. Indicators of mastery or
empirical measures of learning were also established for cognitive- and social-behavioral
developmental learning activities. From these results, instruments were generated for
subsequent field research.
Observations conducted in the second phase concentrated on measures of learning
and influence of the presence of natural environmental features user learning patterns.
The findings from the two Montessori sites were compared for commonalities and
differences to first determine if nature influenced learning among the children; and
secondly, if the differences in nature present in the design of the learning environments
resulted in differences in learning among the children.
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9.2 Summary of the Findings

Overall the findings supported the causal relationship between the natural
environment and its influence on human behavior and development. Related to the
environmental features present in the design of the learning environments, two categories
of behavioral patterns emerged from the data: a) patterns of the learning process; and b)
patterns of the learning experience.
Consistently across the two research sites, 90 % of the locations chosen by the
children to perform their lessons and to engage with others had natural environmental
features present in the design of the built environment.
Windows and natural daylight were recorded as the dominant design features in in
12 out of 15 preferred locations. Direct views to a natural setting were identified in 7 of
the 15 areas. Nature found as an apparatus was recorded as supporting outdoor socialbehavioral user patterns. The explicit natural items with the highest frequencies included
water, sand and wood.
An empirical measure of learning, extended period of concentration, in the
presence of nature or natural environmental elements was also recorded. In locations with
high levels of natural light present in the classrooms, children performed their lessons a
mean duration of 14.62 minutes as opposed to 11.08 minutes in areas with low or no
natural light.
Direct views to natural settings affected the social-patterns as part of the learning
process. These patterns recorded more frequencies with shorter durations. On 11
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occasions, the children in both sites utilized windows and French doors for periods of
solitude and reflection. Afterwards, the children returned to their lessons.
Differences in the degree and type of nature incorporated in the physical designs
of the classrooms and site conditions were documented during the preliminary study. The
findings however, were insufficient to support a causal relationship between the degree of
nature and the degree of learning. Rather these differences in the degree and type of
nature across the two sites provided validation of the natural design features and nature‘s
influence on learning and behavioral patterns.

9.3 Conclusions

Given the recorded number of repeated learning activities and experiences in
locations with dominant natural environmental features (70 of 77 occurrences), the
researcher concluded the inclusion of nature in the design of learning environments did
affect learning patterns among the children attending the two Montessori schools in this
exploratory case study. The data supports how the presence of natural daylight, windows
and direct views to natural settings as architectural features in the design of learning
environments attract children and fosters learning. Children were observed enjoying
interactions with nature in the built- and natural (outdoor) environments; confirming the
theoretical framework of this study. In contrast, areas in the learning environments
lacking natural daylight or views were not utilized by the children.
Despite the physical differences in the two sites, a comparison of the patterns of
the learning process (cognitive developmental) did not reflect significant differences in
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learning, or sequences of behavior. On the two sites, children preferred locations with
similar natural environmental features. When variations in patterns were documented,
there was insufficient data to determine whether this deviation was a causal relationship
associated with the presence (or lack) of natural features; or if differences were caused by
other environmental factors such as increased noise or activity levels.
Higher frequencies of learning experiences patterns were recorded in the naturaldesigned facility (Site A) than in the adaptive re-use environment (Site B). This was
consistent for both the indoor and outdoor behavioral patterns. The researcher concluded
there were more opportunities to interact with explicit- natural environmental features or
props incorporated into Site A. In Site B, where natural features were incorporated into
the interior, the surrounding area did not support the social-behavioral experiences. Floor
area or furniture prevented the children from gathering in order to share the experience,
converse or to reflect.
There was one exception. The children on Site B were observed enjoying the
morning departure from their parents more than the children on Site A. The older
children were the first to arrive. They were observed skipping or hopping along the
painted stones on the walkway, and stopping to converse with the garden fairy statute.
The children did not show hesitation to leave their parents at the arbor gate. Younger
children arriving later were escorted to the main entrance by their parents. No children
were recorded crying or demonstrating resistance. The researcher concluded the
transitional space incorporated into the main entrance consisting of the arbor and picket
fence, simulated stones and the garden fairy statue in the butterfly garden, created a space
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fostering comfort and developing independence. The experience along the path of travel
from the parking lot to the main entrance where the instructor greeted the children had a
mean duration of 9.68 minutes.
The operating hypotheses stated children in the natural-designed classroom (Site
A) demonstrated higher cognitive- and social-behavioral development, whereas children
learning in the adaptive re-use facility (Site B) that had little or lacked natural features in
the design of the learning environment demonstrated lower cognitive and socialbehavioral development. The working hypotheses could not be fully substantiated or
disproved by the findings.

9.4 Limitations of the Study

The cross-case approach of this study provided a more comprehensive insight into
learning patterns related to natural environmental features that otherwise would not have
been accomplished with a single case study. The Montessori instructional framework and
context were specifically selected for the study because of the Montessori view of the
environment was an integral component of the learning process. The Montessori setting
allowed the researcher to examine how nature influenced learning and user patterns
without the restrictions of a traditional classroom design. Despite the in-depth
understanding of nature‘s influence on learning that was gained from this research, the
study had its limitations and shortcomings.
The research was restricted to two specific Montessori learning environments
located in north central Florida, therefor the findings from the present study were limited
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by two factors: its regionalism and instructional methodology. With these limitations, the
results from the study cannot be generalized to a broader audience. It is recommended
that the qualitative methods adopted for this study be modified and applied to future
research to establish validity. A diversified data base would provide the further
refinement and validation of variable sets that were discovered in the current study.
Purposeful sampling was used for the present study. One shortcoming identified
was the sample of 42 participants. Access to the site was granted during late summer
when the school‘s summer class was in session. The number of participants observed did
not reflect the total number of students that typically used the classroom during the
school year.
Another shortcoming of this study was the physical environment of Site B. The
converted residential duplex restricted the research to one classroom at a time. The age
range of the participants (3 to 6 years) was a key element of the Montessori learning
environment because it spanned a critical developmental period. In Site B, the children
were separated by age and assigned to one of the two classrooms. This intentional
separation of participants was identified as another limitation of the study.
In the review of the literature, the time period for children 2-8 years of age was
identified as significant in child development (Kopec, 2006; Montessori, 1972; Wortham,
2008). Future studies need to encompass this multi-age learning environment and nonMontessori educational environments such as a public Charter or Magnet school.
Data collection, analyses and interpretation was conducted by a single researcher.
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Increasing the number of non-participant observers during the field research would
ensure data was not missed or misinterpreted.
Offering a more precise means to measure nature‘s effect on learning by children
should be of value to practitioners in the designing of learning environments and to the
instructors utilizing these facilities. The findings of the present study identifies the
importance of windows, natural daylight and views to natural settings in the design of
learning environments with regards to positive learning patterns among children. For the
design practitioner, further investigation of the effects of these natural environmental
features should provide best practice guidelines and promote positive changes in the
design of learning environments. For the instructor, understanding the initial effects of
these natural elements that are incorporated into the classroom should provide guidelines
how to better utilize the facilities.

9.5 Recommendations
The researcher recognized the limitations and shortcomings of the study‘s
research design. The study‘s inability to fully substantiate the causal relationship linking
nature with learning and its lack of generalized results to a larger population guided the
proposed recommendations for future research. However, the methods adopted for the
study did validate a set of variables to be incorporated into the next generation of
instruments to test the working hypotheses.
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Evidence of a causal relationship between natural environmental features and Montessori
learning activities and learning outcomes resulted in the learner behavioral patterns
recorded on the two sites. Future research should emphasize the natural environmental
elements that had the most significant influence on learning in the present study: a)
windows; b) natural daylight; and c) direct views of natural settings.
The complete list of the natural environmental and corresponding subclassifications is represented in Table 9.1. These empirical variable sets and measures
provide the basis for future studies.
Table 9.1: Empirical Validation of Variable Sets

Empirical Validation
of Variable Sets.pdf

(PDF, 78.7 KB)
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A secondary objective of this research was to examine methods by which the
inclusion of nature in the design of learning environments and its effects on learning
among children could be measured with more detail and precision. An assessment made
of the qualitative mixed -methods approach and design research applied in this study
determined there were aspects of the methodology that were sufficient, yet required
modification for a more universal application. In order to extend the research beyond the
Montessori context, perspectives on developmental milestones and nature‘s influence on
learning need to be addressed in the second generation of questionnaires.
Future research should assess a multiple sites. Additional sites would confirm or
refute the patterns found in the two Montessori learning environments of the present
study. A cross-section of learning environments is recommended and should include a
combination of conventional learning environments, Montessori facilities outside the
Florida, non- Montessori institutions and public school facilities.
The observational study was critical in testing the operating hypotheses of the
present study. Inaccurate or missed data could result if too few observers are present.
Multiple observers analyzing the data would further validate the reliability of the
information collected.
Third, increase the length of the observational study in terms of both the number
of days and range of seasons. A single observation of the site may not capture the
dynamics of the learning environment. For a comprehensive view of cognitive and social
–behavioral developmental patterns, a substantial amount of time is required to
adequately develop future quantitative instruments.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I Questionnaire

Appendix A
Preliminary Study-Site Visit Questionnaire Part I.pdf

(PDF, 55KB)
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Appendix B: Existing Indoor Environmental Quality Survey Results
Instructors from the two sites were asked to rate their level of satisfaction with the
classroom‘s physical indoor environmental quality, finishes, and furnishings using a scale
of 1 to 5, where 1 = Very Unsatisfied, 2 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Satisfied, and 5 =
Very satisfied. Classroom environmental qualities such as natural daylight, the ability to
provide direct exterior views, the ability to offer thermal comfort control, and improved
indoor air quality, i.e., ventilation and fresh air, and improved acoustics as a result of
reducing unwanted background noise, were identified. The indoor environmental
qualities were the criteria used as a standard of measure for sustainable design and
corresponded with the with the U.S. Green Building Council‘s LEED for Schools Rating
System. The survey results are presented in Appendix Table B.
Regardless of the intentional incorporation of natural environmental features into
the design of Site A, the overall level of satisfaction with the classroom‘s indoor
environmental quality received a low rating of 2.27 on a scale of 1 to 5. Similar results
were reported on the re-adaptive use learning environment (Site B) with an overall indoor
environmental quality satisfaction level was slightly higher, a mean score of 2.86,
Unsatisfied. It is noteworthy the similarities in the responses occurred across all the
individual indoor environmental quality criterion despite the intentional incorporation of
natural elements on Site A and the design constraints of Site B.
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Appendix Table B.1: Level of Satisfaction - Indoor Environmental Qualities
Indoor Environmental Qualities

Q30

How satisfied are you with the overall quantity of lighting present in
the classroom?
How satisfied are you with the overall quality of lighting present in the
classroom?

Q31

How satisfied are you with the quantity of natural lighting (i.e. amount
of windows, skylights) available in the classroom?

Q29

Q32
Q33
Q34
Q35
Q36
Q 37
Q38
Q39

How satisfied are you with your ability to control the level of lighting in
the classroom(s)?
How satisfied are you with the overall acoustical quality (i.e. the ability
to demonstrate, communicate effectively) in the classroom for
facilitating learning?
How satisfied are you with the thermal (i.e., temperature) comfort in
the classroom during warmer months?
How satisfied are you with the thermal (i.e., temperature) comfort in
the classroom during cooler months?
How satisfied are you with the ability to control the temperature in the
classroom as needed?
How satisfied are you with the overall quality of the indoor air (e.g.,
fresh, properly ventilated, no-odors)?
How satisfied are you with the quantity of the outside views (e.g.,
windows, skylights, doors)?
How satisfied are you with the quality of the outside views (e.g., views
of vegetation such as trees, shrubs and flowers)

Quality of Finishes and Furnishings
Q40
Q41

How satisfied are you with the classroom quality of finish materials
such as flooring, wall and ceiling materials?
How satisfied are you with the type of furnishings selected for the
classroom?

Site A
Rating
1

Site B
Rating
2

1

4

2

1

1

1

1

4

5

2

5

4

5

3

2

4

1

2

1

2

Site A
Rating

Site B
Rating
4

5
5

4

Summary of Survey Findings
Of the five indoor environmental quality criteria included in the survey, Site A
reported the highest level of satisfaction receiving ratings of 5.0, Very Satisfied, with the
classroom‘s thermal comfort and the ability to control the temperature. However, the two
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natural elements the instructor considered important to children‘s performance, natural
lighting and views of the outdoors, received the lowest ratings. The lighting quality and
quantity criterion received a mean score of 1.25, and the quality and quantity of the
outside views had a low rating of 1.0.
In contrast, Site B reported the classroom‘s overall acoustical quality and indoor
air quality as the highest level of satisfaction with each criterion receiving a rating of 4.0,
Satisfied, on a scale of 1 -5 with 5 being Very Satisfied. The classroom‘s lighting
quality and quantity criterion received contradicting results. The overall lighting quality
considered both the artificial and natural lighting sources. Overall lighting quality on the
re-adaptive use setting received a high score of 4.0; whereas the lighting quantity
received an unsatisfied rating. The instructor was particularly dissatisfied with the
quantity of natural lighting present in the classroom and the survey‘s lowest rating of 1.0.
Satisfaction with the classroom‘s thermal comfort also had mixed results on Site
B. Depending upon the time of year and the ability to control the classroom temperature,
the level of satisfaction changed. It would appear it was more difficult to intentionally
cool the classrooms during the warmer months based upon the low score of 2.0. The
opposite seemed to be true during the cooler months. The ability to control the thermal
comfort throughout the cooler months achieved a high satisfaction level rating, a score of
4 out of 5. When asked for an explanation for the variance, the directress stated the
building‘s orientation, specifically the heat generated from the western exposure, and the
lack of insulation in the attic contributed to her inability to adequately control the
temperature.
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Lastly, the availability of direct exterior views from the classroom was assessed in
the satisfaction survey. The survey asked the instructors to evaluate the level of
satisfaction first regarding the number of available direct exterior views from windows
and exits to the outdoors; followed by the quality of the exterior views (i.e., the amount
of vegetation, grass, trees, shrubs, and flowers). Across both sites, the quantity and
quality of direct exterior views received low ratings; Site A reported a rating of 1.0 and
Site B with a slightly higher rating of 2.0. The instructor on the re-adaptive use facility
(Site B) cited the existing small window sizes, the high window placement above the
finished floor (i.e., window sills located at 48‖ above finished floor) and the limited
number of windows were dictated by the original duplex design as the reason for the low
satisfaction rating. Although the natural designed facility (Site A) incorporated low
windows overlooking the playground, the instructor stated the other windows in the
classroom were not located at child-height; therefore not conducive to view the natural
setting. When asked to identify physical features in the classroom that were believed to
influence child development the most, both instructors cited natural light and a view of
the outdoors. ―Views to the outside relax their [children] minds. Children need a release
from the stressors of daily life. By looking outside, the children can relax. It helps them
focus on their lessons‖ (Instructor Site B).
The quality of the school‘s interior finishes and furnishings, the facilities received
overall satisfied ratings. The instructor‘s (Site A) preference for wood furnishings and the
directress‘ ability to control the new finishes and furnishings during renovations of the
former daycare may have influenced their positive response.
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Appendix C: Preliminary Study Site Visit Part II Questionnaire

Appendix C
Preliminary Study Part II-Design History Adaptive Reuse Questionnaire.pdf

(PDF, 27.9 KB)
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Appendix D: Observation Record of Development Milestone Form

Appendix D
Observation Record of Development Milestones Form.pdf

(PDF, 74.6KB)
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Appendix E: Annotated Floor Plans and Site Plans- Site A, Site B

Appendix E Site A
Annotated Floor plan and site plan.pdf

(PDF, 574KB)

Appendix E Site B
Annotated Floor plan and site plan.pdf

(PDF, 592 KB)
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Appendix F: Supplemental Observational Field Notes Form

Independent Variables
Natural Environmental Features

Dependent variables
Learning Activities

Evidence of a Causal Relationship

Explicit-Natural Variable Sets:
Plants, soil, water

Sharing with Others- Invite
a Friend b

A child is cognizant of the wilting plants and deliberately located
the watering can and fills it with water. These actions are followed
by the child returning to the plant with the filled can to pour the
water over the wilting plant.

Fish, water, class pets

Sharing with Others –Invite
a Friend b

Child invited another child to join them at the aquarium; Child
leaves aquarium and returns with friend to share the experience;
Child shows excitement with other child as they stare together at
aquarium

Class pets

Conversing-Initiates b
Conversation with Others

Child approach others already at aquarium and initiates
conversation. Child joins other children engaged in conversation.
Child is excited to join conversation

Natural Setting

Reflection b

Child goes to window but does not engage with others; child stares
out the window to view natural setting and returns to lesson

Implicit Natural Variable Sets:

Sand as a natural media

Natural light

Sandpaper Letters a

Sandpaper Letters

a

A child’s eyes and fingers can follow curves of the letter. The child
correctly repeats the sounds with corresponding letters; words
evolve by blending the sounds.

When there is a location choice available, a child intentionally
placed their work mat and sandpaper letters beneath the window

Moveable Alphabet a

When there is a location choice available, a child intentionally
places their work mat and moveable alphabet beneath a window or
in front of a French door. The child concentrates on the lesson for
an extended period of time

Natural Setting

Conversing - Initiate
Conversation- b

On the playground, a child sitting beneath a tree begins a
conversation with another child sitting nearby.

Natural Setting

Sharing with Others –
Inviting a Friend b

Natural light

Children share their experiences outdoors while in playing in the
sandbox or beneath a tree.

Implicit Simulated-Natural Variable Sets:
Simulated- natural light

Simulated- natural light

Sandpaper Letters a

When there is a location choice available, a child intentionally
selects a chair located near the table lamp in the language learning
area. The child recognizes the letter and correctly follows the shape
of the letter.

Moveable Alphabet a

When there is a location choice available, a child intentionally
places their work mat underneath incandescent artificial lighting.
The child concentrates on the lesson for an extended period of time

Implicit Symbolic Depiction Variable Sets:
Exterior Door /Transitional Space

Independence

b

The child greets the teacher and says good bye to his or her parent
as the child leaves the parent’s side.

Notes: “Learning Activity” encompasses the two types of dependent variables [i.e. cognitive development, social-behavioral development]. The
type of dependent variable is distinguished as:
a
cognitive development dependent variable
b
social-behavioral development dependent variable

Apendix A Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I Questionnaire

Preliminary Study – Site Visit Part I:
School Montessori Routines, Learning Activities & the Facility
Questionnaire
Section A: INITIAL TOUR

SITE BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Please indicate your school below:
Site A
Site B

Name & Title of Interviewed:
Date Interviewed:

In order to become acquainted with your school, can you give me a tour of your facility? Where shall we begin?
Do you have a name for this area? What activities typically occur here?

Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.

revised 10.15.10

Page 1 of 16

Please describe where the major Montessori learning areas (Sensorial, Practical Life, Language, Math, Cultural) are located within the
classroom or building. Please point the areas out (notations also placed on corresponding floor plan).

How did you determine where these activities would be located?

In order to become acquainted with your school, please describe a typical day’s routine. Let’s begin before the children arrive.
What do you do first to prepare for the day?

Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.

revised 10.15.10
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Where do you do it? Is there any particular reason why you do it here? Can you please point the area out to me.

What do you do next and where does it occur?

When do the children begin to arrive (what time)?
What do the children do first? What is the significance of this?

Where does this occur?

Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.

revised 10.15.10
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What happens next and where? (activities sequences continue in the chart below)

Section B: Activity Schedule in Relationship to the Physical Environment Prior to the observation, an assessment of facility and the
utilization of the space is deemed necessary. The primary purpose for section is to become familiar with the daily school schedule and activities
[e.g. ,time, duration, and activity];to identify the primary age user groups; to identify where the activities occur within the facility; and to identify the
architectural /design features that support the activities.
What architectural /
Who:
What else is occurring in
design features are
What
activity
is
occurring
Where:
identify
specific
identify the users
Time
the room at the same
present that support
during this time period
location of this activity
[e.g., quantity, ages,
time?
gender, instructors]
this activity

Why is this part of the daily
routine?

Why is this part of the daily
routine?

Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.
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Who:
Time

identify the users

What activity is occurring

Where: identify specific

[e.g., quantity, ages,
gender, instructors]

during this time period

location of this activity

What architectural /
design features are
present that support
this activity

What else is occurring in
the room at the same
time?

Why is this part of the daily
routine?

Why is this part of the daily
routine?

Why is this part of the daily
routine?

Why is this part of the daily
routine?
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Who:
Time

identify the users

What activity is occurring

Where: identify specific

[e.g., quantity, ages,
gender, instructors]

during this time period

location of this activity

What architectural /
design features are
present that support
this activity

What else is occurring in
the room at the same
time?

Why is this part of the daily
routine?

Why is this part of the daily
routine?

Why is this part of the daily
routine?

Why is this part of the daily
routine?
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Why are the daily activities sequenced in the manner that they have been?

Are there activities that occur during the week that do not necessarily occur daily? What are they? Where do they occur?

Are there seasonal activities? What are they? Where do they occur?

Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.
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If you had to identify two Montessori activities or routines that demonstrate a major milestone in a child’s cognitive development, what
would they be?

Cognitive Development Milestone #1 __________________________

Cognitive Development Milestone #2__________________________

What instruments do you use to demonstrate these tasks? Can you
demonstrate for me?

What instruments do you use to demonstrate these tasks? Can you
demonstrate for me?

What is an indicator of this being mastered?

What is an indicator of this being mastered?

What area(s )in the classroom do you see the children performing
this task?

What area(s )in the classroom do you see the children performing
this task?

In your opinion, what specific physical design feature supports this
activity?

In your opinion, what specific physical design feature supports this
activity?

If you had to identify two Montessori activities or routines that demonstrate a major milestone in a child’s social behavioral development,
what would they be
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Social Development Milestone #1 __________________________

Social Development Milestone #2 __________________________

What instruments do you use to demonstrate these tasks? Can you
demonstrate for me?

What instruments do you use to demonstrate these tasks? Can you
demonstrate for me?

What is an indicator of this being mastered?

What is an indicator of this being mastered?

What area(s )in the classroom do you see the children performing
this task?

What area(s )in the classroom do you see the children performing
this task?

In your opinion, what specific physical design feature supports this
activity?

In your opinion, what specific physical design feature supports this
activity?

What role does nature play in the learning activities and routines? And to what extent does nature play?

If you had to select four activities that were most affected by nature in the environment, what are they? Why?

Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.
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Activity 1: ________________
Where in the room do you do these tasks? (corresponding notations on floor plan)

Is there a particular reason they are done here?

What instruments do you use to demonstrate these tasks? Can you demonstrate for me?

What area( s )in the classroom do you see the children performing this task?

What are the indicators of cognitive development? Social development? ( Can you show me / how many times is an indicator of being
mastered?)

How does nature /simulated natural environments influence learning in this activity?

In your opinion, what specific natural design feature ( or simulated natural design feature) contributes the most?

Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.
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Activity 2: ________________
Where in the room do you do these tasks? (corresponding notations on floor plan)

Is there a particular reason they are done here?

What instruments do you use to demonstrate these tasks? Can you demonstrate for me?

What area(s )in the classroom do you see the children performing this task?

What are the indicators of cognitive development? Social development?( Can you show me / how many times is an indicator of being
mastered?)

How does nature/simulated natural environments influence learning in this activity?

In your opinion, what specific natural design feature ( or simulated natural design feature) contributes the most?

Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.
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Activity 3: ________________
Where in the room do you do these tasks? (corresponding notation on floor plan)

Is there a particular reason they are done here?

What instruments do you use to demonstrate these tasks? Can you demonstrate for me?

What area(s )in the classroom do you see the children performing this task?

What are the indicators of cognitive development? Social development?( Can you show me / how many times is an indicator of being
mastered?)

How does nature/simulated natural environments influence learning in this activity?

In your opinion, what specific natural design feature ( or simulated natural design feature) contributes the most?

Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.

revised 10.15.10
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Activity 4: ________________
Where in the room do you do these tasks? (corresponding notation on floor plan)

What instruments do you use to demonstrate these tasks? Can you demonstrate for me?

Is there a particular reason they are done here?

What area(s )in the classroom do you see the children performing this task?

What are the indicators of cognitive development? Social development?( Can you show me / how many times is an indicator of being
mastered?)

How does nature/simulated natural environments influence learning in this activity?

In your opinion, what specific natural design feature ( or simulated natural design feature) contributes the most?

Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.
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What activities occur outdoors on a regular basis? What features or equipment has been incorporated outdoors to support these activities?

In general, what physical features are present that you believe influence child development the most? Can you give me an example of a
feature and an activity?

How does the physical learning environment support group activities and socialization? Please provide examples of how and where the
design achieves this.

If you could change any design feature or physical attribute, what would you change and why?

Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.
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How satisfied are you with the overall quantity of lighting present in the classroom (s)?

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

On the following 1 – 5 scale, 1- Very Unsatisfied; 2- Unsatisfied; 3- Neutral; 4- Satisfied; 5- Very
Satisfied; please rate your level of satisfaction:

Very
Unsatisfied

The following are statements about the design characteristics of the classroom and facility.
To what degree do you agree or disagree with these statements.

Not Applicable

Section C. Your level of satisfaction with the design of the facility

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

How satisfied are you with the overall acoustical quality (i.e. the ability to demonstrate,
communicate effectively) in the classroom (s) for facilitating learning?

0

1

2

3

4

5

How satisfied are you with the thermal (i.e., temperature) comfort in the classroom(s) during
warmer months?

0

1

2

3

4

5

How satisfied are you with the thermal (i.e., temperature) comfort in the classroom (s) during
cooler months?

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

How satisfied are you with the overall quality of lighting present in the classroom (s)?
How satisfied are you with the quantity of natural lighting (i.e. amount of windows, skylights)
available in the classroom (s)?
How satisfied are you with your ability to control the level of lighting in the classroom(s)?

How satisfied are you with the ability to control the temperature in the classroom as needed?
How satisfied are you with the overall quality of the indoor air (e.g., fresh, properly ventilated,
no-odors)?
How satisfied are you with the quantity of the outside views (e.g., windows, skylights, doors)?
How satisfied are you with the quality of the outside views ( e.g., views of vegetation such as
trees, shrubs, flowers)
How satisfied are you with the classroom quality of finish materials such as flooring, wall and
ceiling materials?
How satisfied are you with the type of furnishings selected for the classroom?
How satisfied are you with the overall the classroom physical environment?
Knodel / Preliminary Study Site Visit Part I.
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In your opinion, what environmental qualities such as lighting, indoor air, thermal comfort, acoustical comfort, MOST help with children
learning? Explain why

In your opinion, what physical design features such as outside views, interior finishes and materials, type of furnishings, MOST help
with children learning? Explain why.
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Preliminary Study Site Visit Part II Questionnaire
Preliminary Site Visit Part II – B: Design History
Adaptive Reuse of a former Daycare Center
Site B
Facility Background Information
Name & Title of Interviewed:

When did you purchase / lease this facility?

Date Interviewed:

I understand this facility was a former daycare center. In general, can you please describe how you adapted the existing facility to
accommodate the Montessori curriculum and activities? Include any modifications to the physical features of the facility.

Knodel/ Preliminary Study Site Visit Design History Part II-B
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Preliminary Site Visit Part II – B: Design History
Adaptive Reuse of a former Daycare Center
Site B
When converting the existing facility, what were your three main goals or priorities?
1).

2).

3).
Were your original goals and priorities achieved? Please explain and provide how they were or were not achieved.

Describe any unforeseen challenges or design implications you encountered during the conversion from the daycare to the Montessori
school. Please describe how these were resolved.

Knodel/ Preliminary Study Site Visit Design History Part II-B
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Preliminary Site Visit Part II – B: Design History
Adaptive Reuse of a former Daycare Center
Site B

I understand nature plays an integral role in the Montessori philosophy.
What natural design elements existed in the facility?

What natural design elements were intentionally incorporated into the building?( refer to corresponding notations on floor plan)
Is there another natural element or feature?

Is there another natural element or feature?

Is there another natural element or feature?

Is there another natural element or feature?
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Preliminary Site Visit Part II – B: Design History
Adaptive Reuse of a former Daycare Center
Site B

If authentic natural elements or materials were not used or available, what simulated-natural design elements ( i.e., elements or
materials that imitate “nature” or “natural” ) were intentionally incorporated into the building instead? ( refer to corresponding
notations on floor plan)
Is there another simulated natural element or feature?

Is there another simulated natural element or feature?

Is there another simulated natural element or feature?

Is there another simulated natural element or feature?

In your opinion, what natural design feature(s), either present or absent, do you believe has (have) the most influence on child
development? Can you give me an example of a feature and an activity?

In your opinion, what simulated-natural design feature(s), either present or absent, do you believe has the most influence on child
development? Can you give me an example of a feature and an activity?

Knodel/ Preliminary Study Site Visit Design History Part II-B
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Preliminary Site Visit Part II – B: Design History
Adaptive Reuse of a former Daycare Center
Site B

In your opinion, what natural design feature(s), either present or absent, do you believe has (have) the most influence on children’s
social or behavioral demeanor? Can you give me an example of a feature and an activity?

In your opinion, what simulated- natural design feature(s), either present or absent, do you believe has (have) the most influence
on children’s social or behavioral demeanor? Can you give me an example of a feature and an activity?

What Montessori learning activities [see list] for 4-7 year olds do you believe are most influenced by the presence or the absence of
natural or simulated natural design features?

Knodel/ Preliminary Study Site Visit Design History Part II-B
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Observation Record Cognitive Development Milestones
Site A
Site B

Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

C6 The child’s fingers follow the
curves of some letters but does
not understand how to selfcorrect by repositioning fingers

C5 Words evolve from the
blended sounds of the letters

C4 The child repeat sounds that
with correspond with the letters

C3 The child’s eyes and fingers
follow the curves of the letters

Subject
No.

C2 When the child’s fingers drift
off the letters, the child selfcorrects by repositioning fingers
on the letters

Plan
Color
Code

C1 The child’s fingers follow the
curves of the sand letters

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Sandpaper Letters

Observer: ___________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________

Description of the
Location (s) where
the Subject
Performs Lesson,
Learning Activity
or Task

Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that are
Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed
Start

End

Additional Observational Notes:

[i.e. behavior, interactions with significant
others, context]

‐1‐

Observation Record Cognitive Development Milestones
Site A
Site B

Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

C12 The child self-corrects
misspelled words; self corrects
the identification of object

C11 The child forms simple
sentence (s) with words / letters

C10 The child builds more
complex words ( four- five letter
words) correctly to correspond
with objects

C9 The child phonetically says
the letters and blends the sounds
correctly to say word (s)

Subject
No.

C8 The child builds simple three
letter words; correctly spelling
the selected object

Plan
Color
Code

C7 The child correctly identifies
letters as he or she places the
letter on the work mat

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Moveable Alphabet

Observer: ____________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________

Description of the
Location (s) where
the Subject
Performs Lesson,
Learning Activity
or Task

Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that
are Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed
Start

End

Additional Observational Notes:

[i.e. behavior, interactions with significant
others, context]

‐2‐

Observation Record Cognitive Development Milestones
Site A
Site B

Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

C18 The child becomes confused;
does not separate spindles
correctly

C17 The child examines and feels
the contours of the spindles with
before placing it in the slot

C16 The child shows excitement

C15 The child understands the
concept of zero when basket is
empty

Subject
No.

C14 The child correctly separates
the spindles into corresponding
compartments

Plan
Color
Code

C13 The child’s finger follows the
shape of the painted number
above the compartment & counts
correct number of corresponding
spindles; self correcting as needed

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Spindle Box

Observer: ____________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________

Description of the
Location (s) where
the Subject
Performs Lesson,
Learning Activity
or Task

Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that are
Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed

Additional Observational Notes:

[i.e. behavior, interactions with significant
others, context]
Start

End

‐3‐

Observation Record Cognitive Development Milestones
Site A
Site B

C24 The child does not self
correct mistakes

C23 The child immediately self
corrects mistakes; removes
animal from incorrect habitat

C22 The child correctly identifies
the continent, land mass and
removes the correct animal
figurine from the box

C21 The child correctly identifies
the continent, land mass ;then
correctly places the land form in
the correct geographical location

Subject
No.

C20 The child correctly describes
the characteristics of the animal,
continent or country

Plan
Color
Code

C19 The child correctly identifies
the animal, places the figurine in
its appropriate habitat

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Living / Non-Living Things: Continents & Animals

Observer: ____________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________
Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

Description of
the Location (s)
where the
Subject
Performs
Lesson,
Learning
Activity or Task

Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that
are Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed
Start

End

Additional Observational Notes:

[i.e. behavior, interactions with significant
others, context]

‐4‐

Observation Record Cognitive Development Milestones
Site A

Site B
Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

C30 The child cuts other fruits or
vegetables, repeating the process

C29 The child is concentrating
on cutting for an extended period
of time

C28 The child repeats the process
multiple times

C27 The child is able to
manipulate cutting utensil without
confusion, or help

C26 The child neatly slices the
fruit or vegetable in a controlled
manner without mashing the
slices

Subject
No.

C25 The child understands how
to hold the slicing tool

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Food Preparation- Cutting Exercises

Plan
Color
Code

Observer: ____________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________

Description of the
Location (s) where
the Subject
Performs Lesson,
Learning Activity
or Task

Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that are
Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed
Start

End

Additional Observational Notes:

[i.e. behavior, interactions with significant
others, context]

‐5‐

Observation Record Cognitive Development Milestones
Site A
Site B

Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

C36 The child initiates dusting
the plants

C35 The child demonstrates
correct sequence-locates
watering can, fills the can with
water and carefully pours water
on plants

C34 The child initiates watering
classroom plants

C33 The child demonstrates
excitement while feeding fish

Subject
No.

C32 The child demonstrates
correct sequence – locates the
fish food, opens the container,
sprinkles the appropriate
amount of food and records their
name & date in the notebook

Plan
Color
Code

C31 The child initiates feeding
the fish

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Caring For Indoor Environment

Observer: ___________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________

Description of the
Location (s) where
the Subject
Performs Lesson,
Learning Activity
or Task

Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that are
Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed
Start

End

Additional Observational Notes:

[i.e. behavior, interactions with
significant others, context]

‐6‐

Observation Record Cognitive Development Milestones
Site A
Site B

Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

C42 The child harvests the herbs/
vegetables; distinguishes herb/
vegetables that are mature

C41 The child selects correct tool
for tasks ;uses the tool correctly

C40 The child initiates: raking
leaves; digging holes for new
planting; hoes garden soil;
proper tools

Subject
No.

C38 The child demonstrates
proper sequence-locates watering
can, fills the can with water,
pours water over plants in a
controlled maner
C39 The child initiates weeding
the garden; distinguishes the
weeds from the plants

Plan
Color
Code

C37 The Child initiates watering
the garden; is cognizant of
wilting plants

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Caring for the Garden

Observer: ____________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________

Description of the
Location (s)
where the
Subject Performs
Lesson, Learning
Activity or Task

Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that are
Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed
Start

End

Additional Observational Notes:

[i.e. behavior, interactions with significant
others, context]

‐7‐

Observation Record Social-Behavioral Development Milestones
Site A
Site B

SB3 Child’s actions demonstrate a
respect for living things,;
everything has a purpose

Subject
No.

SB2 The child carefully removes
an insect or lizard from the
classroom and places it outside

Plan
Color
Code

SB1 Child helps another child to
dust, wash tables, or other tasks
that respect the classroom

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Caring for Indoor Environment

Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

Description of the
Location (s) where
the Subject
Performs Lesson,
Learning Activity
or Task

Observer: ____________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________
Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that are
Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed
Start

End

Additional Observational Notes :

[i.e. behavior, interactions with significant
others, context]

‐8‐

Observation Record Social-Behavioral Development Milestones
Site A
Site B

Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

SB9 Child politely asks to use an
instrument currently being used
by another child

SB8 Child locates their name on
rug and prepares for Circle Time

SB7 Child demonstrates
excitement to start a new school
day (i.e. smiling, happy)

SB6 Child says “goodbye” to
parent as they leave their parent’s
side / car

Subject
No.

SB5 Child extends hand outward
to shake hands with the
directress

Plan
Color
Code

SB4 Child greets directress with
“good morning” “hello”

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Grace & Courtesy

Description of the
Location (s) where
the Subject
Performs Lesson,
Learning Activity
or Task

Observer: ____________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________
Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that are
Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed
Start

End

Additional Observational Notes:

[i.e. behavior, interactions with significant
others, context]

‐9‐

Observation Record Social-Behavioral Development Milestones
Site A
Site B

SB12 The child signals conflict is
resolved by body language such as
hand shake, hug, etc.

Subject
No.

SB11 The child verbally
expresses how he or she feels and
why there is conflict between the
two children

Plan
Color
Code

SB10 The child finds Peace
Rose and gives to another child

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Resolving Conflict

Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

Description of the
Location (s) where
the Subject
Performs Lesson,
Learning Activity
or Task

Observer: ____________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________
Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that are
Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed
Start

End

Additional Observational Noess:

[i.e. behavior, interactions with significant
others, context]

‐ 10 ‐

Observation Record Social-Behavioral Development Milestones
Site A
Site B

SB 16 Child initiates a
conversation with another child /
adult in the classroom
environment

SB15 Child joins other children
during a play-based activity

Subject
No.

SB14 Child sits next to another
child on the play ground and
initiates conversation

Plan
Color
Code

SB13 Child approaches another
child during lunch or snack -time
and initiates conversation

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Initiates Conversation

Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

Description of the
Location (s) where
the Subject
Performs Lesson,
Learning Activity
or Task

Observer: ____________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________
Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that are
Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed
Start

End

Additional Observational Notes:

[i.e. behavior, interactions with significant
others, context]

‐ 11 ‐

Observation Record Social-Behavioral Development Milestones
Site A
Site B

SB21 Child invites another child
to join play-based activity

SB20 Child shares lunch or snack
with another child

SB19 Child invites another child to
sit with them during lunch, snack
time

Subject
No.

SB18 Child invites another child
to participate in “Show and tell”
class activity

Plan
Color
Code

SB17 Child invites another
child to sit with them during
Circle Time

Observed Indicators of Learning:
Sharing with Others- Inviting a Friend

Corresponding Physical Learning Environment

Description of the
Location (s) where
the Subject
Performs Lesson,
Learning Activity
or Task

Observer: ____________________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________
Duration of
Lesson,
Learning
Activity, or
Task

Description of Environmental Features, Props, Spatial Relationships that are
Present Where Lesson, Learning Activity or Task is Performed
Start

End

Additional Observational Notes:

[i.e. behavior, interactions with significant
others, context]

‐ 12 ‐

Supplemental Observational Field Notes
Site A
Site B
Description of Observation

Observer: _____________
Date of Observation: ___________
Time of Observation: ___________

____ Reflective Notes (insights, emerging themes)

